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A SOCIAL LIFE

LOOKING BACK

Student honored for
work helping others by
Florida organization

They were seasons of 'could have been'
for men's and women's basketball -SEE SPORTS, s1

·- SEE NEWS, A2

FREE ·Published Mondays and Thursdays

www.UCFnews.com • Thursda* March 23, 2006

Mirrors

Protest·marks three
years of war in Iraq
Marchers carry photos of dead soldiers,
chant, deliver cake to recruitment office

ANDREW VAN WART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF Police officers told members of the UCF Campus Peace Action Monday that they could not protest the
Iraq War outside the Student Union because it was not a recognized free speech zone on campus.

ANDREW VAN WART & MELISSA AROCHA
Contributing Writers

•

The new branch of the Orlando
Students for a Democratic Society
and ~e UCF Campus Peace Action
held a war protest where it
.marched from the Student Union to
an Army and Nary recruitment
office located in the UC-7 plaza
across the street from UCR Then it
headed to City Hall, carrying pictures of dead soldiers, ' signs and a
homemade cake to mark the third
anniversary of war in Iraq on Monday.
.
· Starting on campus, CPA's
demonstration sparked controversy at the Student Union. One of the
head officers of CPA, Matt
· ·DeVlieger, spoke through a megaphone in attempt to attract attention from students passing by. His
goal was to get people to think
about the Iraq War.
"We just want to get people to
really think about this Iraq business,'' DeVlieger said in an interview. "For once, I didn't want to say
anything offensive; it always gets
me into trouble."
Shortly after CPA's demonstration at the Student Union began,
two UCF police officers responded
to a call made by Daren Kahn, a

THOMAS HOEFER
Staff Writer
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The question of the legality
of marijuana lingered like
smoke in the air during Heads
vs. Feds: The Great Marijuana .
Debate held Monday in the
Pegasus Ballroom.

The debate pitted Kris Krane, executive director ofStudents
for Sensible Drug Policy, against Robert Stutman, former Drug
Enforcement Administration agent
The wiscripted discussion, sponsored by the UCF chapter
<
ofthe National Organization for the Reform ofMarijuana.Laws
and the Campus Activities Board, attracted a great deal of students, even without free samples.
Instead of a wild shootout of arguments with heated cross
c
talk and mayhem, both Krane and Stutman were given questions by moderator Doug Losey. Much like a presidential
debate, each speaker had the opportunity of rebuttal ;Uter the
opponent's initial answer.
Fair in their tones yet relentless in their causes, the two main
speakers got do~ to business quickly.
,
"Today, marijuana is illegal in the United States despite having caused no overdose cases in the history of mankind," Krane
said
"Much like alcohol prohibition was the fuel in the early part
of the last century, it's high time that this country ends marijuana prohibition."
Although Stutman didn't share that view, he conceded that
some existing laws are simply absurd
"It is a stupid government policy to throw anyone in prison
for the use of a 'drug;' he said ''I don't think it makes the country any better. I don't think it makes the user any better. And I
don't think it makes the problem any better."
However, he was firm in his disagreement with the legalization of marijuana.
''I think that legalizing a drug to give it to them any time they
~
want it, no matter what reason they want it for, would be just as
· foolish a policy," he said
Stutman said that a public policy, such as the prohibition of
{'
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BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Fonner DEA Agent Robert Stutman and Kris Krane;from'Students for Sensible
Drug Policy, chat with students after the debate (top). Kris krane (lower right)
argues for the legalization of marijuana during the Heads vs. Feds event.

Qubad Talabani tells audience that ethnic groups are 'getting along'
Contributing Writer

'·

Qµbad Talabani. the son
of Iraq's president, Jalal Talabani, and representative of
the Kurdistan regional government, visited UCF Tuesday, the third anniversary of
Operation Iraqi Freedom
and the Kurdish New Year,
to give a Kurdish perspective
on issues in Iraq.

Talabani said the media
tends to cover only the bad
news and leaves out the
good news coming out of
Iraq.
"Iraq has gone far;• Talabani said. "A year ago, the
U.S. was in charge, and,
today, Iraqis are in the lead
against the war on terrorism."
~l
Many students, faculty
and guests asked questions

PLEASE SEE

PROTESTERS ON A7

Free tickets send students,
guests to a day at the park

Son of Iraqi president visits UCF, offers Kurdish
perspective of changes to country's government
MELISSA AROCHA

building manager for the Student
Union. Kahn states that he made
the call according to standard procedures due to CPA exercising free
speech outside of one of the three
designated free speech zones.
"The ~losest free speech area
. was about 20 yards away,'' Kahn
said in a telephone interview.
Junior Eric Eingold has a problem with this particular rule.
'We were told to leave in front of
the union because it was not a free
speech zone," he said "The constitution clearly states that it is a free
speech country."
After being confronted by the
campus police, CPA moved across
the street to the army recruiting
office in the UC-7 plaza. CPA then
presented a frosted cake to a head
recruitment officer. The cake was
decorated for the third anniversary
of the Iraq War, DeVlieger said
"We went to congratulate the
recruiters on three years of war and
to tell them enough is enough;' he
said
As soon as the protesters
arrived, the recruitment office
locked their doors and refused to
talk. Protesters remained in front of
the recruitment office for about an

regarding the po5sibility of a
civil war in Iraq.
"There. is a worry of a
civil war, and rthink the rise
in
sectarian
violence
strengthens that worry;• Talabani said "But we have to
trust the Iraqi people that
they will not allow a civil
war to erupt."
·
The Kurds, Shiites and
Sunnis, the three main ethnic and religious groups who

make up Iraq, have a long
history of violence.
"I'm confident that we
will get along. In fact, we are
getting along," Talabani said
"We have our differences,
but there is a willingness to
create a government of
national unity."
Talabani believes that,
with the help of the U.S.,
PLEASE SEE
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any student with a valid UCF student ID and are on a first-come,
first-serve basis. The free tickets are
good for one free admission to the
· Universal Knights event at Islands
of Adventure on Friday, March 31
from Sp.m. to 1 a.m.
Tammy Kidder, who manages
the
UCF Card Office, which is in
CORINNE SCHULER
.charge of distribution for SGA proContributing Writer
motions like the Universal Knights
The swarm of students outside· event, said about 2,000 tickets had
the UCF Bookstore Tuesday has been handed out in the first two
one thing on their minds: Free hours of the promotion on Tuesday.
Islands of Adventure tickets.
This kind of student interest in
"Who doesn't like free stuff?" Islands giveaways is nothing new.
freshman Ryan Hennessey said. There were no free tickets offered
''You're either going to use it or to Universal last year, but Kidder
throw it away."
said that 2004 promotion . was
Many other 's tudents like Hen- extremely successful
nessey will be riding roller coasters,
'We gave out over 5,500 tickets
shopping and enjoying some of the the first day [in 2004];• Kidder said
most famous theme park attractions ·~d by the event, we gave out
into the night all thanks to free stuff. almost the whole 12,000.''
The Student Government Asso"I think the students really
ciation began distribution of 12,000 appreciate it," she said "I mean, I
free tickets to Universal's Islands of have students that work for me, and
Adventure on Tuesday as part of they're all going."
the Universal Knights promotion.
Hennessey, a Car Club officer,
Tickets will be given out today from said that when he heard about the
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. outside the UCF giveaway through a club message
Bookstore and again from 4 p.m. to · board he
thought, "What the hell,
I
".
8 p.m. in the Recreation and Wellness Center. Tickets are available to
PLEASE SEE SGA ON A6

Roller-coaster crazy
students can pick up
their tickets today at
two campus locations

\

AROUND
CANIPUS

Social work student.nabs award

News and notices for
the UCF community

Melissa Coral active in plethora of volunteer, leadership, professional organizations
ILEANA RODRIGUU

New fuel opportunities speech
Dr. Subhash C. Singhal will
rbe speaking today at 10 a.m.
on "Solid Oxide Fuel Cells:
and
Status,
Challenges
Opportunities" in the Student
Union's Pegasus Ballroom.
Subhash is director of fuel cell
research at the Department of
Energy's Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory.
For more information, em.ail: satyak@mail.uc£edu

Don't forget your Felix Felids!
CAB Cinema will hold a
Segway Qµidditch event
'today at 2 p.m. on the Memory Mall between the Classroom I and Health and Public
Affairs buildings. Afterward,
there will be a free screening
of Harry Potter and the Goblet
ofFire in the Student Union's
Pegasus Ballroom at 8 p.m.
There will also be prizes and
giveaways at .t he screening.
For more information, email: Evi Christodoulou at
cabmovie@mail.ucf:edu

"An Evening with Zora"
The UCF Library and
African American Studies
will host ·~ . Evening with
Zora" tonight at 4 in the
Library, Rqom 223. Florida
Humanities Council Road
Scholar Phyllis McEwen will
portray the famed anthropologist and author, Zora Neale
Hurston. McEwen has portrayed Hurston since 1990,
performing across the east
coast.
For more information, call
Dannie Helm at 407..,823-2567.

Photography exhibit in VAB
The Women's Research
Center and UCF Women's
Club present "Found Still
Lifes," an exhibition by Etta
Jean Juge, on Friday from 12
p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Visual
Arts Building Room 205. The
exhibit will be on display
March 24 through April 28.
For more information, call
Fran Ragsdale at 407-823-

5240.

Cultural food and dances
The Office of Student
Involvement will be holding
an Elements Culture Jam Friday at 7:30 p.m. in front of the
Student Union. The event will
feature cultural performances
and dances, , an inflatable
bounce house and food.
For more informatfon, e- ·
mail: Sabrina Roopnarine at
elements@uc£edu

Offthe Chain screening Monday
Uncommon Grounds will
be holding a screening of Off
the Chain on Monday at noon
in the Student Union Cape
Florida Room 316C. Off the
Chain is an independent film
by Diane Jacques, and a dis-cussion with the writer, director, producer, and lead actor
will follow the screening.
For more information, call
Carrie Groebner at 407-5747429.

Staff Writer

Recognized for her outstanding job and dedication in
the field of social work, UCF
student Andrea "Melissa"
Coral won the Student Social
Worker of the Year award from
the Florida Chapter of the
National Association of Social
Workers.
"This is the third year in a
row that a student has won the
award from the same university," said Robin Kohn, undergtaduate program coordinator
for the school of social work.
Previously, Oscar Rivera
and Hans Meyer won the
Social Worker of the Year
award for 2004 and 2005.
Rivera and Meyer earned their
bachelor's degree at UCF and
are currently in the masters
degree program in social work.
As a first generation college
student, Coral is grateful and
excited about her award.
"I felt appreciated and humbled by it," Coral said. "It felt
good to be appreciated by my
profession. Social work is
about giving back, so it was
rewarding."
Coral is the 2005-2006
NASW-FL
Undergraduate
State Rep. and hopes to run for
the graduate position once she
graduates in May.
As a State Rep. for NASW,
Coral built a Web site to help
other student leaders.
"It took a lot effort and time,
l;mt it was wc>rth it," she said.
"Melissa's leadership qualities are excellent. She is always

NATION&
. WORLD
Keep current with headlines

you may have missed

bring awareness to other student leaders with the Web site
and by being on the board,"
Coral said. "The experience
was great."
"Melissa has been in the
Social Work Program since the
fall semester of 2004," Kohn
said "She demonstrates a lot of
energy and is motivated,
dependable and well liked and
respected by peers and faculty.
Melissa has been an excellent
role model to many students in
our program, and she has also
successfully balanced school,
work and family."
Coming from a very diverse
background of Peruvian and
Chinese decent, Coral has
experi~nce firsthand with discrimination and racism. As a
survivor of child abuse, ·Coral
said her interest in social work
began as a child when her family moved from Peru to Canada
and then to the U.S.
"I went through a lot in my
life and didn't have a social
worker around," Coral said "I
experienced racism and went
tlu:ough a lot of obstacles, but I
had to go through tough things '
to succeed." ·
"My parents and family
have been wonderful and supportive about everything," she
said "They are amazing."
As a student, Coral has
actively helped those in need
COURTESY OFMELISSACORAL
She has shown commitment to
Social work student Melissa Coral won the Student Social Worker of the Year award and the ·
the community by volunteerCollege of Health and Public Affairs Founder's Day award.
·
ing .at Bear Lake Elementary
taking initiative and assisting level to help make them a suc- School as a French tutor,
with many of the NASW func- cess," Kohn said.
PLEASE SEE SOCIAL ON AS
tions locally and on the state
"I've had the <;>PPOrtunity to

VITORIA, .Spain - The
Basque militant group ETA
ended a decades-long campaign of terror, announcing a
permanent
cease-fire
Wednesday that closes the
door on one . of Western
Europe's last armed sepatatist
movements.
In a videotaped statement,
three shrouded ETA members
· said they were laying d9wn
their weapons to promote
democracy fu the northern
Spanish region. The news
prompted jubilation across
Spain, where ordinary citizens
say they can hardly believe the
· end has come for a group
blamed for more than 800
deaths and $15.5 billion in damage since the 1960s.
· .Prime Minister Jose Luis
Rodriguez Zapatero, who has
made granting more rule to
Spain's regions a key goal,
expressed caution and hope at
ETA'.s statement. He was evasive when asked if he would
start negotiating with ETA
under an offer he made last
year, contingent on the group
renouncing violence.
ETA, established in the late
1960s, campaigned to carve
out an independent Basque
homeland in northern Spain
and southwest France.
ETA "has decided to
declare a permanent cease-fire
as of March 24, 2006," the
statement said. "The aim of
(the cease-fire) is to promote a
democratic process in the
Basque country and to build a
new framework in which our
rights as a people will be recognized"
The statement was sent to
several Basque media outlets,
including the radical Basque
newspaper Gara. The newspaper said Wednesday it also was
in possession of another, complementary ETA statement,
but would not publish it or
comment on it until Thursday.

Social Work Month showcases benefits of the job
SUSIE ORR

Families.
"We help them, and then
This month not only pro- they help us," Heidelberg said.
"It's a win-win situation
vides recognition to the social
Susan Klatt is a Child Pro- · workers of America, it is also because the student is guarantective Investigator for the used to introduce this field of teed a job once they graduate."
Department of Children and work to college students or
The stipend is awarded to
around 100 students every year.
Families. Every day she looks those lookillg for a career.
into the life of a child, and on
UCF currently offers an Students must apply for the
some days she changes it com- undergraduate and graduate award through the DCF. It was·
pletely.
program specifically for the created to decrease the high
turnover rate often seen in the
Klatt, 26, was a former child , field of social work.
in foster care hers~lf. She
"I would recommend social field of social work. ·
"It's a challenging and high
became a social worker to help work to people to genuinely
children and fix the problems want to make a positive differ- . stress job," said Amy Karimence in the lives of the c6mmu- ipour, the Employee Retention
she saw.
"I thought I was going to be nities and people," said Mary . Manager with the statewide
all big and bad and come in and Van Hook, the Director of the Office of Family Safety.
"But it is a very important
change the system," Klatt said
UCF School of Social Work.
·
"I feel like I can get· into a
"It is a profession for people field"
Jobs available through DCF
kids' shoes and figure out who are interested in ongoing
· challenges and opportunities serve a wide variety of interests
what's really best for them."
for those intereste d in social
Ill' order to acknowledge for learning."
Students interested in work- work.
those like Klatt who help oth, An economic self sufficieners every day as a profession, ing for the Department of ChilMarch has been named Profes- dren and Families are eligible cy specialist works with people
for a $6,000 yearly stipend in needing financial independsional Social Work Month.
"It's a chance tO spotlight order to help pay for classes. ence. They determine a recipiunsung heroes," said Courtney After graduating, the recipient ent's eligibility for help and
Heidelberg, a Public Informa- then works for DCF for howev- coordinate temporary cash
tion Officer with the Florida er many years he or she assistance as well as food
stamps and health care.
Department of Children and receives the stipeJJ.d ·
Contributing Writer

Today

• Today: Mild and breezy with a 60
percent chance of rain in the afterAFTERNOON SHOWERS noon
hours.
High: 72° Low: 56° . Tonight: Cool with a 60 percent
chance of rain early in the night.

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Abuse hotline counselors
respond to calls sent to the hotline number in Tallahassee and
route those calls to the appropriate county offices. They also
provide counseling to callers.
Child protective investigators, like Susan Klatt, inspect
calls sent to the hotline. They
interview the children and his
or her family, as well as relatives, teachers, neighbors and
anyone else who might be able
to give information. They also
examine past law enforcement
records related to the case.
They then create a safety
plan for the child that depicts
whether or not they will be
removed from their home and
if any legal actions need to be
taken against the caregivers.
They also find help for families
if necessary. This could be anything from counseling to fmancial support.
''You're the only one who
can do it," Klatt said "The most
rewarding part of my job is
meeting kids and knowing
their removal is for the best."
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High:69°
Low:·49a

~ Saturday

High:71'°
Low:49°
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Fire at nudear power plant in
Japan; no radiation leaks
TOKYO -A fire broke out
at a nuclear power plant's
waste incinerator in western
Japan on Wednesday, but officials said no radiation leaked
into the atmosphere. Two
workers were injured
It took firefighters wearing
protective suits nearly two
hours to reach the blaze
because of thick smoke, and ·
another two hours to put out
the flames at the facility in Oi,
about 235 miles west of Tokyo,
saidManabu Kobana of Kansai
Electric Power Co.
Sensors inside and around
the plant showed no signs of a
radiation leak, police said All
four pressurized water reactors at Oi were operating normally, and workers at the plant
reactors remained at their stations during the fire. No one
was evacuated
"We don't believe the reactors were at any time exposed
to danger," Fukui police official Ritsuo Eto said
Two workers who were
inspecting the facility were

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
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Basque separatist group ETA
announces permanent cease-fire
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Leather Strap Steering Wheel w/ Audio Control,
8-Way Power Seat, Keyless Entry and Alarm
_.,!!lld!!!!ll!!!illi~~·

•Stk #6C117189
Stk #6C125532

SEVERALTO CHOOSE FROM

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

Save Up .T o

OFF

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tiit Steering Wheel

MSRP ·
0\

+

Model Code:05916

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CD Player

'

Stk #6L528951
Stk #6L524490

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels

Model Code:42216
FROM ONLY

++

,

Stk #6C510408
Stk #6C509868

2006 MOTOR TREND
SPORT/UTILITY
OF THE VEAR.
4X4, Power Locks, Power Windows,
Cruise Control, Keyless Entry and
Alarm, A/C, AM/FM/CD,
Rear Bumper Steps

•

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

Save Up To

+

OFF
Model Code:04416

A/ C, CD, Alloy Wheels,
Power Windows, Powe r Locks,
Power Brakes,

MSRP

'

FROM ONLY

+
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' •Cash back from Nissan on new 200512006 Altimas, 2005/2006 Pathfinders, 2005/2006 Xterras, 2005/2006 Sentras and 2005/2006 Frontiers (including Crew Cab). Offers expire on
March 31, 2006. Canno1 be combined with other offers. ..Deferred interest added to contract balance and payable over remaining contract term. New purchases only. Subject to credn approval.
Not available in Pennsylvania. See Nissan dealer for details. Nissan, the Nissan Brand Symbol, NMAC and Nissan model names are Nissan tradeffiarks. @2006 Nissan North America, Inc.

~

+Savings based on dealer dlsoount and/Of factory rebate. Example: 2006 N~san Altima 3.5 MSRP or $29,220 (2006 Nissan Xterra SE MSRP or $28,745) includes factory rebate or $1,500 ($1,000 for Nissan
Xterra SE) and adealer rebate of $2,500 ($2,500 for Nissan Xterra). 2006 NissanAltima 3.5 sale price $25,220 (2006 N~san Xterra SE sale pri;e 525,245). ++Al prk:es, plus tax, tag, and title.All rebates and
incenti~es assigned to dealer. AR offers not to be used in conjundion. All vehicles subjed to prior sale. Pictures fOf illustration purposes on~. Not responsible for typographical errOfs. Dealer fee of $498.55 is
included in advertised priceS.
•
·

+All prices plus tax, tag, and title. Must finance through dealer to qualify for $1,000 rebate.++ All prices plus tax, tag, and title. Must finance Mazda Tribute through Mazda American Credit to
qualify for $500 cash for MAC. All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer.All offeis not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to poor sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only.
Not responsible for typographical errors.

SALE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 9-9•Sun 11-6

SERVICE HOURS:

SERVICE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

Mon-Fri 7-6•Sat 8-5

NISSAN
HWY 436 .Between Colonlai A University Blvd. Next to Classic Mazda East

1-SSS-NEW-NISSAN

www.classicnissan~com

SALE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sat 9-8• Sun 11 -6

1-888-639-6477

MAZDA
HWY 436 Between Colonial A University Blvd. Next to Clanlc Nissan

1-800-639-7000

www.classicma z da.com
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What's in the news at
colleges around the country
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Professor gets a lesser sentence
because of job, prosecutor says
PHILADELPIIlA A
judge wrongly sentenced a
University of Pennsylvania
professor to house arrest
instead of jail in a campus sexual assault because ofhis lofty
position, prosecutors argued
in appellate court Wednesday.
Tracy Mcintosh, who
directed a brain injury lab at
Penn, had pleaded no contest
to assaulting a young woman
in his office.
Mcintosh, 52, served six
months of home confinement
last year, a stark departure
from the standard 3- to 4 1/2year sentence for the crime.
"The court focused almost
exclusively on the defendant's
position in life," Assistant
Philadelphia District Attorney William Young argued
Tuesday in Superior Court.
Responding to questions
from the three-judge panel,
Young said a mill worker or
trucker would not have gotten the same break.
The victim, the niece of
Mcintosh's close friend, had
sought him out for advice as
she started graduate school at
Penn.
Prosecutors believe Mcintosh drugged the 23-year-old
with an animal sedative while
they were out at several bars
on Sept. 6, 2002, then raped
her in his office.
Mcintosh, who allegedly
offered the woman marijuana
to calm her stomach after she
vomited, also pleaded no contest to a drug possession
charge.
She has a civil suit pending
against both Mcintosh and
Penn.

Protesters allowed to roam free;
UNC abolishes 'free speech zones'
GREENSBORO, N.C. Officials at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro
have dropped restrictions on
where people affiliated with
the school or invited to come
to campus can hold outdoor
rallies or speeches.
University officials on
Monday approved a new outdoor assembly and petitioning policy that removed a rule
that segregated speakers to
two designated "free speech
zones" on campus. Speakers
still must notify campus
police before an outdoor
event.
That requirement will bin. der spontaneous protests,
said ·Allison Jaynes, one of
two students accused of violating the campus policy by
helping to organize a rally of
about 40 people in November.
The charges were later
dropped.
"They claim they need it
for police security, but students assemble together in ·
groups all over campus. ,
There's never any police
involvement," said Jaynes, a
UNC-G senior.
The school created the
free speech zones in response
to protests against the Vietnam War in the 1970s, university officials said.

'Pot Princess' sentenced after
selling cocaine to undercover cop
NEW YORK - A former
New York University student
who was dubbed the school's
"pot princess" was sentenced
Tuesday to five years' probation as part of a plea deal that
took effect after she completed a drug rehabilitation program.

Julia Diaco, 20, of Rumson,
N.J., was allowed to withdraw
her guilty plea to narcotics
possession and sale and plead
guilty to lesser versions of.
those charges after the prosecutor told the court she had
satisfied terms of the plea_
deal.
Diaco pleaded guilty Sept.
9, 2004, to third-degree drug
possession and sale, quietly
answering "cocaine" when
state Supreme Court Justice
Charles Solomon asked her
what she had sold to an
undercover police officer
months earlier while a freshman at NYU.
Diaco's lawyer, Paul
Shechtman, said she is a student at a community college
in New Jersey and "is a very
different person than she was
18 months ago, and she's got a
bright future ahead ofl~er."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Emergency personnel remove a body from the wreckage of a collapsed casino in Gulfport, Miss, Two
workers died Tuesday during a demolition project at the Grand Casino Gulfport, authorities said.
FROM
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rushed to a hospital after
inhaling smoke, but they were
not in critical condition and
were not exposed to radiation,
fire officials said. '
Resource-poor Japan is
heavily dependent on its
nuclear program, but the public has been wary of reactor
safety following a series of
malfunctions and accidents.
The cause of Wednesday
evening's blaze was still under
investigation. But flames
seemed to have come from an
area in the facility •where the
ash from incinerated trash is
packed into steel barrels,
Kol?ana said.
The waste processed at the
facility includes employee
uniforms, rags and other trash
from the plant and may contain "minuscule" . levels of
radiation, Kobana said.
Japan's 55 nuclear reactors
supply about one-third of the
country's electricity, according to the Natural Resources
and Energy Agency, though
residents are wary of the
plants' safety record.

Judge denies bail for suspect in
dungeon rape, assault
DARLINGTON, S.C. - A
man charged with abducting
two teenage girls and raping
them in an underground room
behind his home was denied
bail Wednesday for the second time.
Kenneth G. Hinson, 47, was
captured Friday after a fourday manhunt in the woods
near his home.
Circuit Judge Michael Baxley refused to set bail on three
first-degree burglary charges
against him Wednesday. On
Saturday, a magistrate also
denied bail on charges of
criminal sexual conduct,
assault and battery, and kidnapping.
Authorities say Hinson
abducted two 17-year-old girls
from a nearby home while
they were sleeping and took
.them to the room, no larger
than a closet, where both were
sexually assaulted.
The girls were left bound
inside the room, concealed
under a shed, but managed to
free themselves and walk to
safety last week.
Hinson initially faced two
burglary charges. Hodge said
another count was filed
because authorities learned
Hinson visited the home a

third time to take clothing. It
wasn't clear who the clothes
were for.
Asked if he was currently
employed, Hinson told the
judge he worked as an independent contractor. Public
defender Robert L. Kilgo Jr.
said Hinson recently spent
three ·years working as · a
welder for a steel company in
DarlingtoIL
Hinson had previously
been convicted in 1991 of raping an ll-year-old girl Before
his releas~ from prison in
2000, a review committee recommended he be committed
indefinitely to a Department
of Mental Health facility for
treatment, but a judge rejected
the recommendation, saying
prosecutors failed to show
Hinson was likely to offend
agaiIL
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Wofkers killed during demolition
project at Gulfport casino barge
GULFPORT, Miss. - 1\vo
construction workers were
killed during a demolition
project at the hurricane-ravaged Grand Casino Gulfport,
authorities said.
The men were pumping
water out of a portion of the
casino that collapsed during
Hurricane Katrina. Officials
believe the two, working in
water about six feet deep,
became tl'apped in a tight
space Tuesday. The cause of
death was not immediately
clear, said Gulfport Fire Chief
Pat Sullivan.
The workers were identified Wednesday as Tom
Fitzgerald, 49, of Newport
News, Va., and Miguel Hidalgo-Soberano, 48, of Cardenas
Tabasco, Mexico. Autopsies
were being performed.
The men, employed by
Dominion Marine Group LTD
of Norfolk, Va., were part of a
marine team working with
PRC Environmental, a Houston company that is ·dismantling the barge.
When the hurricane
slammed ashore on Aug. 29,
part of the Gulfport Grand
was ripped off its moorings
and heaved onto coastal Highway 90. '
Crews began demolishing
the battered barge about two
weeks ago and the job should
be finished in four months,
said Stanley Rayner, the job
superintendent with PRC
Environmental.
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SCIENCE SPOTLIGHT
THOMAS HOEFER

PASI, which Braunstein
also co-chaired, featured "Ion
Nanobeams, Focused Ion
Gabriel Braunstein, a UCF Beams for the Nano Era" as its
assistant professor of Physics, topic. Ion beams are streams
organized the Pan American of charged particles, which
Advanced Studies Institute are widely used in manufacwith the ·assistance of Erik turing electronics.
"Ion beams 'are used tO
Brinley, a UCF mechanical,
materials and aeronautical process material or make
graduate student. The two- · material or analyze material,"
week event, which took place he said. "Every chip in the
in Buenos Aires, Argentina, computer has many ion
and concluded on March 3, implantation processes:'
Braunstein said that ion
had more than 20 scieBtists
from North, Central and implantation generally helps
South America on its guest to change properties, sometimes even in color.
speakers list.
.
"In the administration
In addition, about 60 students attended the confer- building, the windows are yelence, which was funded with low. It's not just glass. There is
$100,000 by the National Sci- some material coated on the
glass, and this coating is often
ence FoundatioIL
The event was open to the done by ion beam processpublic, even though people ing."
He said that by including
interested in it had to pay for
fare and accommodatioIL nano technology, a trend of
Financial aid was limited to compressing things to a smallattendants from the Pan er size is being followed.
The 'overall goal of this
American area.
Braunstein was extremely one-time happening was for
happy with the outcome of participants to exchange
knowledge and update each
PAS!.
"I have a lot of e-mails from other on the latest research
people that attended, and they developments and applicawere very happy . about tions in the field of ion-solid
[PASI]," he said "There was a interactions. It also provided
lOt of interaction, and particu- an outlook on available comlarly professors made them- mercial equipment to go
selves accessible to the stu- along with those develop•fients."
ments~
Staff Writer
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:Social work offers LOFWS
· !a range of careers
FROM A2

. library assistant at the Seminole County Public Library.
.., ; Assisting in the after school
literacy; program at ESTEEM,
Coral was an assistant to the
: child advocates at Kids House
, whete she is now completing
. her placement internship and .
· is also a volitnteer at the Lisa
Merlin House, a residential
: facility for women who abuse
, substances. .
.
"Melissa is an advocate,"
~ · Kohri said. "She has a sincere
; interest and commitment to
the social work profession."
Few people understand·the
,
: diversity of social work or the
1 wide services it provides.
1
"Social work is a very
; diverse profession and assists
, the most vulnerable of the
· community," Kohn said.
·
"Social workers can work in
0> • everything from legal issues to
. hospitals," Coral added. "It's
not just about family neglect" .
· ~ The UCF School of Social
Work offers variety of degree
and certificate programs, at
: both the undergr-aduate and
. · graduate levels. ·
''.All students are welcomed
. to apply. However, there are
; certain requirements that must
: be met to enter,'' I<ohn said.
"The school is extremely
: proud of these students,'' said
: Mary Van Hook, director of
: the School of Social Work in a
· recent article. ·~n students
. have combined academic .
. excellence with a commit.· ment to the service and social
· justice values of the · social
work profession."
"
·In recognition of March as
the National Social Work
month, members from the

a

~ · ~~~~-~!~;~~:t~!af~e~o~~

- Coral and her accomplishments as well as other social
~
work students. At the end of
the month, the group will travel to Tallahassee to bring
social work issues to the atten, " ' tion of state legislators.

Not just
being social
Social work degrees offer
ways to help society
• Economic self sufficiency specialist:
works with people who need to gain
financial independence. Determines
applicants' eligibility for help and
coordinates temporary cash
assistance, health care and food
stamps.
·Abuse hotline counselor: responds to·
calls that come in on the Tallahassee
hotline number and redirects them
to the appropriate county offices.
Also provides on the phone
counseling to callers.
• Child protection investigator:
investigates calls sent to the hotline,
interviews the child, his family,
friends and teachers.Also looks.at
past police records relevant to the
child's case. Eventually determines
what actions are taken in response to
calls.

"We try to make a difference in the lives of the people
we serve," Kohn said.
Coral, also the winner of
the College ofHealth and Public Affairs Founder's Day
Award, is excited about the
trip, which will take place this
weekend.
"Melissa has been an exemplary student throughout her
career professionally and academically here at UCF," Kohn
said. "She's a very compassionate person and has earned
all of her awardS."
After obtaining her masters
degree through the School of
Social Works MSW program,
Coral wants to become a
licensed clinical worker and
hopes to open up a non-profit
organization for · minorities
and children.
·
"I have so many ideas,'' she
said. "I want to do so much." ·

321-754-2000
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What else do you need?®

Final Greek success seminar
held today on values, rituals
designed to equip new and
active members · of Greek
organizations with scholarship
The last session of this and life skills.
semester's Greek Student SucEach week, members of the
cess Program seminars Will be . ,Greek organizations within the
held today at the Zeta Tau Interfraternity Council, PanAlpha house.
hellenic Council, National
The Greek Success Pro- Pan-Helle:riic Council and
gram is a six-week program Diversified Greek Council

ASHLEY GREEN

Senior Staff Writer ·

come together with program
mentors. ·
This week's topic is values
and rituals. .
"The goal of this topic is to
help students develop a deeper appreciation for their chapter and,· in turn, encourage
PLEASE SEE

PROGRAM ON A7

Liv~ly, civil debate sparks audience

to chip in with questions, opinions
cannot be asked about that con- Stutman said
viction as a prerequisite for
Krane said that legalizing
marijuana, can only be changed receiving financial aid," he said
marijuana would make it harder
ifthe majority ofthe people vote
Another large chunk of Mon- . for kids to get their harids on it.
against it or if the courts reverse · day's discussion revolved ·
''Ifyou were to put marijuana
it Neither one has a prospect of around the question of whether in a regulated market with age
happening anytime soon, he or not cannabis should be made controls - similar to what we
said
available for medical treatment. · have with alcohol - it would be
· Indeed, the possession, use
"Despite the fac;t that far more difficult for a teenager
and sale of cannabis is prolubit- research consistently shows that to obtain marijuana than it is
ed. throughout the U.S., although marijuana is an effective medi- . today:• Krane said
ll states -Alaska, Arizona\ Cal- cine, Congress, the DEA and the
After the official debate, the
ifornia, Colorado, Hawaii, courts continue to ignore rec- audience got involved. by asking
Maine, Montana, Nevada, Ore- ominendations of the medical both speakers questions. At that
gon, Vermont and Washington community on this issue," Krane point, president of the UCF
- permit the medical use of said
chapter of .NORML Christina
marijuana when prescribed by a
He spoke of cancer patients Kimball was already satisfied
doctor. The :u.s. Supreme Court whose pain was eased or whose with the course and outcome of
ruled. last year that patients who lives were extended because of the debate.
"I thought it · was pretty
use marijuana can still be prose- marijuana.
cuted by federal law.
Stittman sympathized but good," she said. "We chose to
not have a· scripted. debate. We
In Florida, possession of 20 didn't fully buy the argument
grams or less of marijuana is
''How about we take the two wanted the real action."
considered a misdemeanor and chemicals of the 435 that indeed
·" I think there are· more
can be punished with up to one may be good medicine and prevalent questions that you
year in jail and up to $1,000 in remove them naturally from could ask,'' said Brandon Kapfines.
cannabis and allow people who pert, a Full Sail student He said
"The fact that we spend valu- are truly sick to use those two he was hoping to hear more
able law enforcement resources . chemicals as a potential medi- about different laws in different
arresting up to 800,000 people cine?" he asked
.
states and how such state laws
every year for marijuana is
"The decision · o( what is . conflict with federal law.
unquestionably a tremendous good medicine should not be
"Otherwise, they expressed
waste of [those resources] that left off to articulate speakers ~e their emotions and facts pretty
.could and should be spent com- Kris or inarticulate speakers like well,'.' he added
bating violent crimes,'' Krane myse1£ It ought to be the deciEven though Kappert favors
said
'
sion ofscientists and physicians. the decriminalization of drugs,
In addition to facing criminal Any doctor who tells you to except for crack and heroin, he
gave· Stutman credit for his
charges when being caught with .smoke anything is'a fool"
possession of marijuana, some
Equally foolish is the belief appearance.
students will have to cope with a that the nuinber of drug users
. ·~ for some of his points,
severe budget cut According to stays stable after changing the they were good," he said ''I defthe Higher Education Act of law; Stutman said
initely feel he's credible.''
1998, any drug law violation by a
''If we say tomorrow that we
To Kimball, such debates
student - no matter how minor · can legalize marijuana, I think serve a greater purpose than just
- can result in the delay or the you are living in Never Never drawing attention to the issue.
denial of financial aid
Land if you do not believe that She actually believes that some
Though they must answer the number of users will · day the law will change.
truthfully when it comes to . increase, at least for the short
"Legalization [of marijuana] .
drugs and financial aid, students term, and probably for the long is something that I see down the
don't have to list crimes they term,'' he said
·
road,'' she said ''It just takes a lot
may have committed, Krane
'The bottom line is that most of money, takes a lot oflobbying,
said ''If you have a rape convic- Americans do not believe mari- takes a lot of effort, takes a lot of
tion, a murder conviction ..., you juana should be ma,de legal,'' manpower." ·
FROM A1
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SGA extends ticket offer to include guest
tickets for non-students at discount price
FROM Al

have nothing better to do."
Other students said that the
giveaway not only gets students
involved, but, also, when compared to the regular $63 ticket
price, is a real money saver.
''We go every year, cause, I
mean, it's a pretty sweet deal,''
senior Lesley Adair said of the
event. "I don't think you can

ever have enough free stuff."
This year SGA is offering
more that just free tickets to the
event. Students may also purchase one gue~t ticket per valid
UCF ID. Guest tickets are $25
and are available for purchase
through March 31 at the ticket
center inside the · Student
Union.
"The. new thing this year,
which is great, is that before it

was just UCF students and now
you can buy a visitors ticket,"
Kidder said. "[If you want to]
bring
your
girlfriend,
boyfriend, sister, you can go
buy a ticket."
Guest tickets are also on a
first-come, first-serve basis.
For more information on the
Universal Knight event and
ticket distribution times, visit
http://www.sga.ucf.edu

U.S. presence 'tough pill to swallow' for Iraqis
Talabani said; problems blamed on occupiers
FROM Al

liberate them from Saddam
Hussein's tyranny.
rebuilding Iraq both politically
"With the liberation came
the U.S.'s presence, and they
and economically is possible.
"The U.S. military is changed their status legally to
required for as long as they become the occupying powers
need to be there,'' Talabani said in Iraq and this was a tough pill
"They are helping us in for people to swallow;" Talabani
terms of building political insti- said
tutions and security forces
"Once you are the rulers of a
capable of fighting terrorism. country, you get blamed for
They are also helping us build every thing that is going wrong.
our infrastructure and making Lack of water is the Americans
Iraq self-sufficient, and I think if fault, lack of electricity is the
we advance eno-qgh on those Americans fault and people fail
three key areas, then we should to realize that these issues have
be able to have a gradual reduc- been neglected for years. "
tion in the U.S. military pres- ·
The U.S. · and the United
ence."
.
·
Nations searched Iraq for
Some students said that we weapons of mass destruction
should refer to history before a but found none. The CIA
decision is made to retreat the released its final report on the
U.S. military from Iraq or not.
issue in October 2004, stating
"I don't think the U.S. should' that there was no evidence that
retreat until there is stability in weapons of mass destruction
Iraq:' said Arley Smude, soph- existed in Iraq prior to U.S.
omore at UCF and political sci- invasion, or that any had been
ence major. ·~ we can see in . produced since the end of the
Vietnam and Cambotiia, an first Gulf War in 1991.
Talabani disagreed
early retreat causes problems
regardless if people agree with
He says he knows there were
the war cir not. The job needs to weapons of mass destruction in
be finished Otherwise, I Iraq because Saddam used
believe there will be a civil war them on March 16, 1988 in over
and unnecessary deaths will 250 Kurdish villages and killed
tens of thousands of countryoccur."
Talabani believes that men, women and children.
"about 90 percent of Iraq was
"He was willing to use them,
( thrilled" when the U.S. came to andfhat is what should be in

a

'-•

the minds of all Americans,''
Talabani.said
"I believe that there were
weapons ofmass destruction in
Iraq before the u,s. stepped in,
but not necessarily nuclear
weapons," said Dylan Battard, a
junior and political science and
international relations major.
Battard said he believed that
diplomatic talks gave Iraq the
chance to sell the weapons to
the highest bidder.
Some students believe that
Tal~bani gave a one-sided,
biased view on the issues
regarding Iraq.
"I think he,was a good speaker, but I don't think he was necessarily representative of the
views of the people in Iraq,"
said Stacy Kowalski, a sophomore and international relations and Spanish major. "But I
think that when he spoke about
national unity in Iraq, he was
really hopeful and I hope everything goes the way he is really
optimistic about.''
Talabani referred to a Kurdish saying, "We have no ..
friends but the mountains," and
said that now the Kurds have
more than that.
''We have a great friend, the
Americans," he said He hopes
that one day the U.S. will be
able to say that they have no
better frie . ds than the Kurds.
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· At-risk :kids to benefit from
· weekend carnival, yard sale
•

•
•

•

MATT MCKINLEY
Contributing Writer

This Saturday, the College
of Business Lead Scholars
classes will be working in association with the Girls and Boys
Town of Central Florida to put
on a carnival and yard sale. The
proceeds will go to treatment
and care for at-risk children
and youths in central Florida.
The event, titled "Girls and
Boys Town 20th Anniversary
Celebration and Yard Sale,''
will include the sale 'of furniture donate(.! by Lane Furni- ·
ture, miscellaneous household
items and baby items, as well as
including a carnival.
The carnival will feature a
variety of activities for children. There will also be a live
DJ and band playing from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.

"The College of Business
Girls and Boys Town proLead Scholars classes are doing vides residential and emerthis project to utilize service- g~ncy care for at-risk children
learning principles in a busi- and youths in the Central Floriness environment through the da area. There are currently 19
. development, planning and shelters in 15 states.
implementation of a promoAccording to .Brennan
tional event for a nonprofit McNell and Andrea Glick, coorganization," College of Busi- presidents of one of Migenes'
ness Administration Professor Lead Scholars classes, each
Lauryn Migenes said
group home is run by a family
UCF students will be able to teacher that lives with the resiuse the foundations of leader- . dents and helps them develop
ship in a real situation that will skills they need to succeed in
benefit a real client.
school and in their lives.
"Three of my classes are
Tours of Girls and Boys
involved in µus project, yet all Town,, both of the residential
of them are involved in differ- shelters and of the emergency
ent aspects, Migenes said "For shelter, will occur throughout
example, one class is responsi- the day. The event will be held
ble for all of the activities, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. this Saturanother in charge of all of the day at the Girls and Boys To'Wn
food and another in charge of campus, located at 1401 Flanapublic relations and marketing gan Loop off of Oklahoma
of the event." ·
Road in Oviedo. .

Program free for Greeks;.organizers
still disappointed by low attendence
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them to make a positive contribution to their chapter," Vice
president of Leadership and
Academic Developme t1t for
the Panhellenic Council Ashley Bohac said.
Last year, more than 160

new members participated in
the program. Graduate assistant Andrew Hughes said that,
although the program is free to
members of Greek organizations, participation is not at the
levels that the office of Fraternity and Sorority Life would
1.Uce to see them.

The sessions usually last
about an hour. "Each meeting
starts with refreshments and
then a brief icebreaker to get
everyone talking," Bohac said.
'We really just want to be a
resource to the Greek community and provide as much help
as we can," Bohac said
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.Protesters against the Iraq War marched
from Union to Army recruitment office
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hour as police sat and watched
and made sure everyone
remained in line.
"The police can be called
any time there is a threat .that
business can be disrupted,"
said Sgt. Troy Williamson of
the- UCF Police Department.
'"They were cooperative with
us after we came in there to
mediate the situation."
UCF junior Phil Jason said
that the recruiters' reluctance
to talk shows how people
would rath~r igriore the Iraq
problem instead offixing it.
"No one from the office was
interested in.talking with u~,''
Jason said "I guess the people
in the office wanted to ignore
the problem like George W.
Bush has ignored the problems
with the war in Iraq. They'd
rather just ignore the problem
and hope it goes away."
CPA received the boot for
the second time only to move
to its third and final destination, downtown Orlando. This
time, the group joined forces
with international political
activist group Code Pirik and
with other anti-War protesters
of all ages. Among them was 12year-old Jeremiah Jones.

"Too many people in Iraq from the air. Then the group
are getting killed and for no stopped at City Hall where it
good reason," ·said Jones as he lined up in rows holding up the
scratched his head with his pictures.
only available hand His other
DeVlieger took the megahand held on to a clothesline phone and lead a chant, shoutdisplaying pictures of deceased ing "Books not bombs,'' and
soldiers from the Iraq War.
"Bring the troops home," while
"I think the biggest problem motorists honked enthusiastiis apathy," said Christine cally either in support or conEourie, a freshman at UCF and demnation.
a member of CPA. "The pie'Fellow CPA member Stacy
tµres are a necessary visual aid Kowalski helped put a somber
because they put faces to the close to the anti-war demonnumbers."
stration by reading the names
Also among the group from of deceased soldiers as the sun
UCF was a key organizer of the set behind City Hall.
downtown rally, Mike Men- .
Though a new voice on
doza. Mendoza: printed por- campus, SDS was an active
traits of the deceased soldiers group during the Vietnam War
froni the Iraq War.
. and participated in the anti-war
"''I'm here because I think movement. The group aims for
we need to bring the human the support of a more democ9st of the war to the people:' cratic society by voicing its
said Mendoza. "We need to opinions on important topics.
break it down on another
"We .want to promote a
level"
. more democratic vision ofgovThe demonstrators lined ernment where people, includboth sides of Orange Avenue ing students, will have control
with their clotheslines of dead over the decisions that directly
soldiers, carefully protecting affect them," Jason said.
the pixelated, black-and-white
For ip.ore information on
printouts from touching the getting involved with SDS or
sidewalk. They walked about learning about upcoming
half a mile down Orange events,
e-mail:
ucfsds@
eeingold@
Avenue while several news hel- gmail.com or
icopters filmed the display gmail.com
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Maybe it's time to get the EDGEI
when is the
.EDGE?
• · June 12 - 30, 2006
Monday - Friday, 8:00 am - 4:45 pm
Classes will be held at Crummer ·Hall & taught
by the prestigious Rollins MBA faculty
Weekend and evening activites include leadership
. lectures and team-building exercises

Rollins College
Crummer G_raduafe School of BuS'iness

what is the
EDGE?
• Explore the basic concepts and vocabulary of business
through team-based projects
• Develop critical thinking skills to solve business problems
and give.presentations ·
'
Grow academically while being taught by the Rollins MBA
internationally recognized faculty
• Excel in your future, endeavors with your new found skills
after graduating from the EDGE

who can get the
EDGE?
• Those that are Juniors or Seniors this fall regardless
of your undergraduate major
• Those thinking about getting an MBA
Those that are career-focused but want to enhance
your business skills

INFORMATION SESSION
March 25, 1 Oam
Rollins College, Crummer Building, Rm. 208
RSVP @407-691-1079 or businessedge@rollins.edu

www.crummer.rollins.edu/edge
407-691-1079

!!! FREE FOOD
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OUR STANCE

Internet safety a
•
growmg concern.

l-IEY, ARE ·YOU
GOtJtJA GET A
l=REE TICKET
TO UtJIVER~AL?

•

01-l YEAl-I. D~UtJK
l=RAT &OY~ AND

•

ROLLERCOA~TER~.

l'M TµERE.
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friends can share information · .
emember a time when
people shuddered at
and interact on new or different
placing any personal
levels. New ways to interact
information on the Internet?
with our peers have always been
Remember when we were
the most popular of technologiafraid to even enter our names
cal advances. However, the
as we registered new software
newest fads offer less privacy
on our first computers? Those
· than previous forms of commutimes have clearly passed. The
nication. Now, anyone can view
Internet is more personal than
the information we so readily
ever, and people do not seem to provide. But isn't. that the point?
mind at all. The threat of identi- Do we not want to share this
ty theft, although present, has
information with our current
and future friends?
slipped through the cracks of
The Internet has a remarkour minds as we carelessly
share our lives with anyone who able power. It has the power to
has a computer - which hapgive people power. On the
pens to be everyone.
Internet, a person can do whatever he or she wants. People
Why do we feel so safe; so
can portray themselves in any
secure? Have the dangers of the
Internet perished, or have we
form or fashion and live out
simply eased them aside? As
their wildest dreams. Any fantacomputer technology continues sy can come true with no
to advance at an almost unconimmediate consequences. For
this reason, many people let
trollable rate, improvements
loose writing messages, biogs
and gains are matched by their
and journal entries that they
respective dangers. For every
expect will be forever lost in a
new or improved method born
to secure the Internet, there is a
sea of wireless global connechacker born to crack it. More
tions. However, Internet users
importantly, employers ruive
can .be haunted by what they
once thought was completely
discovered Google. Some peoharmless.
ple have already lost jobs
·because of information that may
People for whom our online
have been a little too personal. It antics were never meant are
is time for people to take a more now accessing all the information they can find. These peacareful look at whether the
pie include, but are probably
Internet is helping or hurting
them.
r
not limited to: employers,
Internet users can now
lawyers and the police.
express then1Selves through
According to an article in
more outlets than ever before.
this week's BusinessWeek, an
Friendster, MySpace, Facebook, · intern at an online profiling
company was fired aft~r the
biogs and personal Web sites
make up only a fraction of those CEO read his Facebook profile.
outlets, offering places where
In the profile, the intern

Free speech locations
being zoned out .

explained: "[I] spend most of
my days screwing around on
IM and talking to my friends
and getting paid for it." The
same article described how a
lawyer Googled the name of a
client's employee only to find
incriminating information.
Furthermore, The Chronicle
ofHigher Education reported in
January that Pennsylvania State
University campus police identified students involved in a
post-football game riot through
Facebook. Sure enough, the
rioters had started a Facebook
group called "I Rushed the
Field After the OSU Game
(And Lived!)" complete with
pictures and identification.
Through it all, the more
familiar threat of identity theft
has persevered. In fact, identity
theft is our nation's fastest
growing crime. The simultaneous increases in identity theft
and personal information on
the internet are not likely coincidental.
Much of what we have previously posted on the Internet
cannot be easily erased. In the
future, we should try to be
more careful and stay clean on
the net.
We all probably have information on the Internet that we
do not want certain people to
see; that we do not expect them
to see. It is becoming increasingly important for this generation to understand and foresee
the risks involved with "living
on the Internet". Understand
those risks now, and you may
thank yourself later.

happens on a college campus happens in the classroom. The free exchange of political and social
debate is also a traditional part of the college experience, one that in the long term may be more
valuable than uninterrupted study. The very existence of free speech zones, which leave the univer- ·
sity with the option to control campus speech, is
something to shout about.

Free speech zones are a guise behind which
censorship lurks. They, and other types of free
speech codes, have gained popularity over the
years with the supposed goal of protecting the
learning environments of students.
Aboµt 90 percent of colleges currently have
some sort of free speech code, according to the
Foundation of Individual Rights in Education.
FIRE defmes free speech codes as "any campus
regulation that punishes, forbids, heavily regulates
Despite many initial doubts and ill feelings by
or restricts a substantial amount of expression that sports critics and Major League Baseball players,
would be protected in the larger s~iety."
coaches and owners, the World Baseball Classic
In this pursuit of quiet study, a malignant prece- turned out to be one of the greatest sporting
dent has been created that can aJ:ld has.been used
events in modem history for a number of reasons.
to hush students up.
It was remarkable to see how so many players
Monday, the UCF Campus Peace Action and
who had withdrawn or criticized the timlng of the
Students for a Democratic Society led a protest in
event change their minds so quickly. Players like
front of the Student Union. About 40 protesters
Pedro Martinez, for instance, admitted openly that
were in attendance. They had signs, a megaphone
once they witnessed the fun the WBC participants
and, oddly enough, a cake. They were yelling,
were having, he wished he hadn't withdrawn.
chanting and being quite loud in. their opinions,
His observation was dead-on. The players
and, unsurprisingly, they were asked to leave by
appeared to be haVing a blast during the tournathe UCF Police department.
ment, as many were often joking around with
Why? They were asked to leave because they
teammates and opposing players. The celebrations
were not in a free speech zone.
by winning teams were festive and even educaFunny, in elementary school, we are taught that tional, in that they showed people ignorant to
the entire country is a free speech zone. This isn't
baseball how the sport truly is beloved around the
strictly true; limits on free speech do exist, and
world
reasonably so. You cannot, for example, incite a
Even the success of the Cuban team, which lost
riot or yell fire in a crowded theater. Those are
to Japan in the championship game, was inspiring.
examples that would hanp. other people. The proThis was a team that wasn't even allowed to comtesters from CPA and SDS were not a threat to
pete before the start of the tournament. U.S. offianybody. This is not a reasonable reason to stifle
cials were opposed to letting the Cubans play due
free speech.
-to the trade embargo with Cuba, but ev~ntually
And let's be honest: a protest in front of the Stu- those officials broke down and agreed to allow the
dent Union is no more disruptive than the ChristCuban team to compete.
ian hip-hop shows or open-mic stand up comedy
The Cubans were driven and inspired, and tjley
events that often occur in front of the student
played great throwback baseball, despite most of
Union.
them being unknown by American fans. The
Also on Monday, the University of North CarCuban team used its performance to silence politiolina at Greensboro eliminated its free speech
cal detractors.
'
zone policy.
Above all else, the biggest success of the WBC
Though the free speech zones were eliminated, was the players' health. There were no significant
students are required to notify campus police
injuries, and that was one of the greatest concerns
before any outdoor event. Some students at UNC
and complaints when this event was organized.
are concerned the new policy may hinder spontaDrug testing was also strictly enforced, and no
neous protests. Still, it is a big step forward and
players turned up positive.
·
one UCF should emulate.
Let's hope all of the American players who
The bottom line is this. Not all learning that
stayed home paid attention to that.

Baseball tournament
worldwide success

•

•

•

Daunte's home and being a
Dolphin fan never felt better
.

· coming.
Welcome home, Daunte
Along with about 25 to 30 "
Culpepper.
friends, I spent the weekend _
For two years, I have
in Daytona, trying to relax
plagued my friends with my
for once in my life and share
own personal prediction that
•
some·good times. I did and I
one day Mr. UCF would be
did However, for the novice
playing for the Miami DolSpring Breakers out there, let
phins. I never had any factume offer you this piece of
al evidence to back this up,
"'
advice:
if two local girls ask
but I always had my intuMOUTHING
OFF
you if you want to "party,"
ition.
make sure you have them
When the news arrived
ASHLEY BURNS
defme what they mean by
that Culpepper wanted to be
Newsroom Manager
that. Otherwise, you may end
traded and that the Minup lost in a very bad neighnesota V:tkings had granted
his wish, and they wanted only less than first- borhood as you try to get away from a house
rol.ind consideration for him, I had the greatthey took you to where everyone was smokest feeling a Dolphin fan could ever have.
ing crack and doing heroin.
I was also glad that he decided to return to
Als.o. if two.aspiring LPGA players try to
his high school and college number and give
whisk you away, make sure you don't end up
up that dreadful No. ll. I was equally as
in a different county than where you be~
like my.buddy Smasher. Also, if you wake up
happy that he did the right thing for himself
and tried to secure his future by attempting
on a random front porch in a very bad neighborhood and you're missing a sandal like my
to get a better contract out of the V:tkings.
buddy Houck, don't worry about the sandal.
After all, coming off an injury as harmful to a
Again; just some food for thought ...
career as Culpepper's, a guy has to realize.
that nothing is certain, especially a fmancial
''Honky Tonk Badonkadonk'' may be the
•
stupidest song I've ever heard in my lifetime
future,
.
Instead, the Vtldngs' new coach, Brad
Childress, compared Culpepper to Terrell
I went to a shooting range the other day. I
Owens, claiming that he has a "me first" attifigured I needed to do something proper to
•
tude. In reality, Culpepper is a leader and ~
put my NCAA Tournament bracket to rest:
genuinely nice guy, and Childress is simply a
To the fme people at Bradley and George
first-time coach trying to cover his tracks as
Mason, may your tournament hopes through
he lost one of the top three quarterbacks in
the next 20 years fall flatter than Clay Aiken's · •
career ...
the NFL before he even coached his first
Finally, whether you love or hate smartass ·
game.
writers, we need to protect our freedom of
Well done, coach. Here's a tirade for you
to read in approximately ll months when
speech. Please take the time to visit
you're unemployed and sitting on your
www.tuckermax.com and read about Tucker
couch, eating stale Cheetos ...
Max's looming lawsuit. You don't have to
read any of his more colorful stories, but I
Everybody has their Spring Break stories,
and, for the most part, they're all delightful
promise this one is very educational.
and comedic in their own ways. But as a
It's important that we.don't let free speech
longtime veteran of mid-March debauchery,
become too costly.
I'm a bit disheartened to say that Daytona
Beach isn't really the place it once was. How- .
Ashley Bums can be reached at
ever, that won't stop the good stories from
newsroom@UCFnews.com
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'After three years in Iraq,
where do you stand?'
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"
ASHLEE HAMON

DONNIA COLBOURNE

Photography

Liberal studies

IBRAHIM ZEINI
Civil engineering

"We got in way over our heads,and
now we're stuck there. We (U.S.
soldiers) shouldn't be there anymore."

"Ijust think it's pointless. Why are we
over there?"

"It's longoverdue that we leave Iraq.
.We're not getting much done, and it's
creating more enemies than friends."

RAMA RAO

RO~IT DESHPANDE
Physics

STEPHEN RHODEN

••
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Physics

"We should leave them alone. It
wasn't a goqd idea in the first place."

"It's a waste of money, a waste of lives
and a waste of timf

Industrial chemistry

"Idon't think the war is necessary.
War is never r,cessary."

: ~,
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Motorola RAZR
ONLY

$4999
(after $50 mail-in rebate)

Exclusive offer for UCF Future Readers
Mention this ad and receive 5 free ring
tones with all new activations
PROMO CODE: '*KNIGHTROH

Only at the Waterford Lakes Town Center
407-282-7999 • 497 N. Alafaya Tr., Orlando, FL 32828
Proniol,1011 ls not available on prepaid ~rvlce. Plm1s start out flt $19.99. (:0•-er:ige not llMl.ilahle In all area~. Credil approval,
activation fee, and one-year ser\'lce agreement required \\ith $200 e;irly rerm!n:ulon lt:ie pe.r number. 1axe:;, ""-''iessmenls. tolls
and JQami.ng c:harv,es <J(Jdltk)nal. llnu:;ed minutes do not.c:;my over forwmtl.\'o ur use of the sen.ire consthutes acceplanO" of
the 'P,!oblle Tunns and ())ndllions Including th£J111.aru:l:ttmy arbitr'artou clrmsi:•. Ad<Utlonal restI1ctiOrt~ apply; 9."!t! 'llmtt5 and
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3rd

Marcb 2~, 2006
UCF Orlando Campus, Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom : 9:00 am ~ 9:00 pm
.
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Hosted by the UCF Division of Graduate Studies an~ ~
the Gfaduate Stud:nt_ Association, th~ Graduate . ! "' ...·~ . •.·'
Research Forum will mclude poster displays and oral ·I , wt ·i.
The forum is open to UCF graduate students·1n all . i ~
disciplines
and the community is welcome to attend;
!·~'.
.
.
1

Visit www.researchweek.ucf.edu
or 407.823.2766 for details.
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UCF RESEARCH WEEK
THE BEST NEW MINDS IN ACTION
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Bascom
gets the
call

New home

Junior right-hander
Tim Bascom will
get the start on
Friday night He will
take on TCU
sophomore Jake
Arrieta. Bascom is
3-1 on the season
with a1.47 ERA.
Arrieta is 4-2 with a
3.65 ERA.

not so sweet
for softball

((

MELISSA HEYBOER
StaffWriter

The UCF softball team returns to the field
this weekend as it hosts the Houston Cougars in
a three-game set. The Knights will begin the
series Saturday with a doubleheader beginning
at 1 p.m., and they end the weekend Sunday with
game time slated to begin for 1 p.m.
Riding a nine-game losing streak, the Knights
are going into this weekend's series hoping for a
quick fix. UCF will also look to claim its first victory at its new softball complex. Since its opening on March 14, the :((nights are 0-6 overall and .
0-3 in C-USA in the new softball home. The
Knights hope that will change this weekend
This weekend's series marks the first time the
Knights and Cougars will have met on the dia-

'I
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• PLEASE SEE

COUGARS ON B2

Di Natale
honored

Freshman
outfielder Dave
DiNatale was
named Conference
USA Hitter of the
Week last week. The
Knights were 4-1
on the week, and
DiNatale hit .429
with two doubles,
two triples and five
RBis.For the year, .
he leads the teamin hits (28), doubles
(8) and total bases
(40).

C-USA looms as Knights

take on Texas Christian
6

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

In 10 days, the Golden Knights baseball
team will be the last program to begin this
new era in UCF sports as they play their first
Conference USA game. 1bis weekend, they
will prepare for what lies ahead by facing a
battle-tested squad that was in the Knights'
shoes just one year ago, the TCU Homed

OfTCU's 12 losses, six of
them have come against
team's ranked in the Top 25

39

UCF has scored 39 in the
past four games, in which it
. is are undefeated.

Freshman left-handed pitcher Mitch Houck conferences
with pitching coach Craig Cozart and catcher Ryan Bono as
junior.right-hander Derek Abri9la takes over to pitch.

Frogs.

. The Frogs captured the C-USA touma~
ment title in 2004 and 2005. But, besides
their ties to league affiliation, the Frogs and
Knights both sport young team5 that are
beginning anew. lbis year, the Frogs moved
to the Mountain West Conference and are
the preseason pick to win the league. Even
· though it only has three seniors, TCU began
·the season ranked No. 21 in the country by
Baseball America.

COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBERT

''I think we are going to be excited and
pumped and ready to play,'' UCF freshman
Steve Stropp said about the upcoming
series. "I think it'll show us what we need to
be ready for, for the rest of the season.''
Going into this matchup, the Frogs sit at
ll-12 for the year and have lost their national

A FINAL LOOK BACK AT THE 2005-2006 UCF BASKETBALL SEASON
ii..

Men's basketball
Guard Troy Lindbeck set the school record for games played, but that might
be the brightest spot in a difficult season for Kirk Speraw's squad. C-USA
wins over Houston and UTEP were offset by losses to Marshall and SMU.

Women's basketball
·Guard Celeste Hudson never stepped on the court for Gail Striegler's team in
2005-06, and the Knights were never able to get going in the right direction.
Their 7-21 record was the worst since 1992-93, when they won four games.

rimking. But, that fact points to their fierce
schedule rather than their own play. Six of
TCUs 12 losses have c6me against the likes
of Baylor, Arkansas; Oklahoma, Arizona
State and Rice (twice), all of whom are
ranked in Baseball America's top 25. Even
more to their credit, the Frogs opened their
season with a Win. over No.12 Tulane.
PLEASE SEE

DINATALE ON B3

Big·Dance
could learn
fromtheBCS

CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

~( ·

,(

MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Former UCF guard Troy Lindbeck lead~ the final hu~dle after the Knights' 66-55 win over UTEP on Senior Knight on Mar. 4. Lindbeck, alon~ with Justin Rose, Anthony Williams and Marcus Johnson, will depart in 2006.

d

·LESSONS LEARNED AS
UCF BUILDS TO 06-07
Crunch time woes,
lost leadership lead to
up-and-down season

"Things kind of snowball~d, and
we didn't have a calming presence
out on the court"

ANDY VASQUEZ

- UCF HEAD COACH KIRK SPERAW, AFTER HIS TEAM'S 73-69 HOME LOSS TO MARSHALL
ON JAN. 11.JHE KNIGHTS BLEW A59-52 LEAD LATE IN THE SECOND HALF,A TREND THAT
WOULD HAUNTTHEM THROUGHOUTTHE SEASON.

Senior Staff Writer

f(

Despite what can best be clasSified
as an up-and-down year, it would be
hard to declare the first season for UCF
men's basketball iil Conference USA as
anything but a success. After dominating the Atlantic Sun Conference for the
past three years, the Knights had a
respectable showing in its first season
in a ~uch stronger C-USA, going 7-7 in
league play, earning the No. 5 seed in the
C-USA Championship, where the
Knights advanced to the second round
before falling to Houston on March 9.
Even though the Knights were able
to achieve a level of success in C-USA,
the story this season in UCF men's bas. ketball wasn't about what ·the Knights
did, but instead a story about what they
couldn't.get done.
·
Oh, what could have been
PLEASE SEE

LATE ON ~2

MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF guard Justin Rose works through the UTEP defense during the Mar. 4 game. Rose
was second on the team in points (10.5) and led the team in rebounds per game (5.7).

,.

lnjuri~s compounded

by road woes as

women finish 7-21
BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

No one said that the step up to Conference USA was going to be easy.
While football is the gross exception,
most sports programs at UCF experienced some type of drop-off
· But no team on campus found out
· just how demanding this new league
could be more than the UCF women's
basketball teain
The Knights finished their inaugural
C-USA season at 7-21, their worst season since the four-win campaign of
1992-93. While it definitely played a
large role, new and stronger opposition
is not solely responsible for the Knights'
season of discontent.
If the Knights are going to have a
chance to compete, they need as many
hands on deck as possible to fight
against better teanis. But the team was
PLEASE SEE UTEP ONB2

I have this theory. It may sound stupid
. at first, but you have to let me explain.
The Bowl Championship Series is the
be$t way to find a national champion
Done laughing? I'll wait.
Alright then. First, take off the blackand-gold colored glasses. UCF, by nature of
the mid-major system, is a March Madness
beneficiary and a BCS victim. Your blind
love for the Knights only clouds the truth.
1bis all started Friday. I sat mystified
watching Northwestern State upset Iowa, a
No.14 seed beating a No. 3 seed Iowa went
through two months of hell in the Big Ten,
winning the Conference Championship.
Now their gone, a result so shocking that
even play-by-play man Verne Lundquist
- was at a loss for words, his "Northwestern
wins!" cry missing one word that begins
with "S" and ends with "tate.''
No, this wasn't Northwestern, not by a
long shot. Lundquist's statement was an
insult to the Wildcats, who had to play
some living, breathing teams in the Big
Ten. State, on the other hand, beat zero
NCAA Tournament teams in the regular
·season, actually losing to Big 12 losers Missouri and Iowa State.
The "Madness" didn't stop there. North
Carolina, conqueror ofNo. l Duke, saw its
chances to repeat go up in flames when it
ran into George Mason Q!rlte the impressive resume for the Patriots; those losses to
Wake Forest and Mississippi State showed
.w hat a powerhouse they are.
·
Wmning the majority of your games
against stiff competition throughout the
regular season should be enough to determine worthy championship candidates.
Instead, five months of basketball are
negated, all for the sake of- say it with me
- money! $6 billion worth, to be exact.
BCS detractors also argue that the BCS
process relies on computers. However, its
basketball counterpart leans heavily on a
computer £ormula_(RPI) to select at-large
. teams. Plenty has been written about the
Bradley Braves. Their conference (Missouri Valley, 10 teams) was 3-5 against tournament teams from BCS conferences.
Those wins were parlayed in the conference schedule, When they beat up on each
other and fooled the RPI into·placing six
MVC teams in its Top 40.
Iffootball were this way, UCF would
play a decent non-conference opponent
(e.g., USF) and a bunch ofpatsies (e.g. Villanova). Why expend energy early in the
season when you have a chance to play for
the ultimate prize anyway? That's the fatal
flaw in basketball That .is why Auburn, 12-0
in 2004, was the odd team out in the BCS.
· Play The Citadel instead ofNotre Dame
(USC) or Oregon (Ok1ahoma)? Fine, play
for No. 3 in January.
Go ahead, root on George Mason as it
tries to ruin Memphis' season All it needs
is luck. Give me ~t 9, when a meaningful·
regular season game is played, the day
when UCF can kick-start a dream run and
simultaneously ruin the dreams of Gator
· Nation You won't get that in basketball
Chris Hoyler can be reached at

sports@UCFnews.com
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High expectations as spring football begins
ANDY VASQUEZ
Senior StaffWriter

· Monday marked the first day
ofspring and, as suffocating temperatures begin to descend on
Central Florida, the prospect of
another hot summer can be
eased with one thought: UCF
football is on the way.
All right: opening day, against
Villanova at the Citrus Bowl,
may still be 163 days away, but
who's counting? Spring football
has arrived.
UCF Coach George O'Leary
and the Golden Knights began
practice on Wednesday, and all
indications are the Knights have
the potential to be just as good as
they were last year, maybe even
better.
.
"It is great to get back out
there in the flow and see what

a

we have coming back," senior released this week. ''But, as
quarterback Steven Moffett said coach, you pick up 10 to 12 extra
after Wednesday's practice.
practices. It's
extra spring
Expectations will certainly be practice for the young players
highfortheUCFfootballteamin you don't get to spend a ton of
2006, a season after completing time with during the regular seathe fourth-biggest turnaround in son."
NCAA history. After going winBut even with · the added
less in 2004, the Knights won advantage of the extra practice
eight games in 2005, including and even though the Knights are
the Conference USA Eastern returning 75 percent of last seaDivisfon title and a spot in the son's squad, losing only five senHawai'i Bowl, UCFs first-ever ior starters to graduation,
bowl game.
O'Leary knows that this season's
That trip to Honolulu not incarnation of the Knights has
only gave UCF some much- yet to accomplish anything.
desired national exposure, ,but it
''We were verylucky last year
provided O'Leary and his coach- to win some games in the fourth
ing staff with an opportunity to quarter; and those games could
get some extra work in with the have gone either way;; O'Leary
players.
said "Right now, I am v~ry con"I think the bowl game is . cemed about some of our playgreat for the fans and players," ers thinking they are a lot better
O'Leary said in a statement . than they are. I think we have

an

plenty of work to get done this
spring."
In order to duplicate the success of last season, the KnightS
will have to replace the five senior starters they lost. Tight end
Darcy ·Johnson and receiver
Brandon Marshall are gone on
offense, while the Knights lost
defensive end Paul Carrington
and linebacker James Cook on
defense, as well as ldcker Matt
.
Prater on special teams.
With key ~ets Johnson and
Marshall gone, one of the keys to
the UCF season will, rest in the
left knee of receiver Mike Walker, who tore the anterior crqciate
ligament of that knee in UCF's
regular season finale against Rice
last season. If Walker returns to .
the lineup this full at 100 percent,
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FRIDAY NIGHT-MARCH 31st

•

LIVE JAi-ALAi SEASON ENDS!
ORLANDO JACKPOTS MUST GO!

I

PLEASE SEE

.

WALKER ON B3 .

•

52-INCH HDTV TO BE GIVEN AWAY!
(MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN}

JAl·ALAI MATINEE-MARCH 31ST.
SONY PSP TO BE GIVEN AWAY!

Late game struggles hurt men
.

FROM
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In a season which included· big wins
over respectable programs su'ch as Houston anc;l Tulsa, it's the baft1ing blunders that
stand out as the most defining moments.
Losses against Florida Atlantic, Birmingham Southeni, South Dakota State, Southern Miss and two costly losses to Marshall
combined to keep UCF from fulfilling its
potential
'"Things kind of snowballed and we didn't have a calming presence out on the
court," Speraw said after the first ·loss to
Marshall at home on Jan.11.
These hard to explain losses fit the mold
of an inconsistent season for UCE How
can a team that fought with legendary Kentucky to the buzzer get blown out at home
by virtually unknown South Dakota State in
the second half; after holding a 17-point halftime lead?
Perhaps the answer lies in a lack ofleadership. Last season, When games were on
the line, the Knights bad players like guards
Gary Johnson and Kingsley EdWards to rely ·
on, but this season no player emerged as a
take-charge figure during crunch time.
UCFs inability to produce late proved to
be ~ostly, especially in the first meeting
with Marshall, and the loss to South Dakota State. In both ofthose games, the Knights
lost leads in the final ten minutes.
The Knights' struggle to carry over
momentum from game to game was also
tr9ubling. They had arguably their most
impressive performance of the season
against Kentucky on Jan. 3, even though
they lost. UCF grabbed the early lead
against UK, only to watch the Wildcats
storm back and take a double-digit lead in
the second hal£ The Knights battled back,
however, tying the game with 26 seconds
remaining before Kentucky guard Rajon
R4;m.do ended the Knights' upset hopes with
a 16-foot fade away jumper with 15 seconds
. remaining.
That solid performance carried over for
30 minutes of UCF's next game against
Marshall, eight days later at the UCF Arena.
But the Knights.faltered in the final 10 minutes, suffering a disappointing loss to the
Thundering Herd on Jan.11.
·
UCF picked up its biggest win of the
season in its next game on Jan.14, dominating the Houston Cougars on the road, but in
· their very next game, the Knights suffered
one of the most embarrassing losses in program history to South Dakota State.
For all the inconsistencies, there were a
nmnber of bright spots. Guard Mike
O'Donnell began to emerge as the UCF
point guard of the future as the season
came to an end ODonnell, a redshirt sophomore, will only continue to build chemistry with his teammates as next season
inches closer. Freshman guard Jermaine
Taylor, easily the most athletic player on the
team, also played solid basketball as the season went on. He earned more minutes
towards the end of the season and provided fans at the UCF Arena with some of the
most memorable moments of the season
with his high-flying dunks.
.
Junior forward Josh Peppers struggled
throughout the season, but stepped up in
the C-USA Championship. He hopes to
carry that momentum over to next season.
'Ihm.sfer guard Mike Battle and center
Will Bakanowsky both sat out the season
· due ~o injury. 'Both will likely return to the
lineup next season to provide UCF with
some of the depth it greatly missed in 0506.
.
.
'
It certainly was a roller coa5ter season
for the Knights; there were plenty of highs
and there were undoubtedly lows. But
when judging UCF's shaky season, don't
forget where this team came from in a short
time. A year ago, UCF basketball was the
best in the lowly A-Sun; this season the
Knights finished near the top of a much
tougher C-USA. Without a doubt, it was a
step in the right direction.

'

UCF forward Juliana Gomes
·battles with Memphis center
Megan Gooch during the
Knights'77-62 win on Feb.
·19 at the UCF Arena.Gomes·
will be one of the key
returning players for the
· Knights in 2006.

..

Arrested? .DUI? Bar Fight?
. rderly Conduct? Fake ID?
D tSO
•
•
?
Drug Possessi~n? Underage Drinking.

UTEP game was 'electric'
· The lowest moment of the Knights' seasdn was their contest versus Texas-Arlingrarely at full strength in2005. Forward Keun- ton. On Dec.17, UCF hosted UT-Arlington in
ta Miles, centers Juliana Gomes and Eliza- the UCF Holiday Classic. In that game, it
beth Fieser and guard Shayla Smith ail seemed as if the Knights bad gone on holimissed time with various injuries. But at day. Every aspect of the game was forgetleast those players saw the floor. That could- table: They lost ~22. They committed 26
n't be said about guards Lashaunda Slade turnovers. They shotl0.5 percent for the sec·
and Celeste Hudson. Both could have been ond half and.17 percent for the game. ·
valuable players in the Knights' 2005-06 seaBut the year also had its share of happier
son, but they missed the entire season due to times. Striegler said the best game of the
year came on Feb. 24 agains.t the Marshall
injury.
.
.
''We wanted to get the ldds to understand Thundering Herd (15-14). Entering the
the different level of play,'' UCF Coach Gail · match, UCF was 1-7 on the road and had
Striegler said"-· but we just did not have the been defeated by the Herd, 77-60, just over a
players or the depth to play our type of month prior. While no one else may have
been expecting much, the players believed
game:'
Basketball is a team game, but Hudson's in themselves. Their defense shut down
. absence stood out more than any other. She Marshall to just 33 percent shooting in the
is the program's record holder for most 3- second half; as the Knights claimed a 66-63
point field goals made (157) and ranks third triumph.
all-time with a 366 snooting percentage
But, to Striegler, the best overall moment
beyond the arc. She is equally good on ofthe year is obvious.
defense, as she was named the At;lantic Siln
"I'll say this until the day I die, having
Defensive Player of the Year in 2004-05. She 2,000 fans to 'Pack the House' was electric
also led the Knights in ~ints and defensive for our ldds,'' she said "They still talk about
rebounds that season. Hudson is a senior, it. To play in front of a crowd like thatand the
but she received a medical red shirt last year, difference that it makes, the kids getexcited
·
sustaining her eligJ.bility for another season. to play:'
The Knights should have arguably their best
On Jan.15, the .biggest crowd for a UCF
women's basketball game, 2,007 people,
player baek on the court in 2006.
UCF could have used Hudson's rebound- entered the UCF Arena as part of the
. ing prowess, as the team ·struggled most of school's Pack tl;te House promotion for the
the season on the boards. Statistically, · the · Knights' first-ever nationally televised game.
Knights were out rebounded by an average In the end, the fans went home happy as senof3.4 rebounds a game, but there were many ior guard LaShay King drained a 3-pointer
nights where it looked very different. In with 16 seconds remaining to b;real<. a 46-46
eight games last year, the Knights were out tie. The Knights defeated the UTEP Miners,
rebounded by at least nine boards.
51-46.
Some of that deficiency can be attnbuted
''I have been excited for games before, but
to simple recruiting. Coach Striegler said I have never been so nervous for a game at
that "90 percent" of these players were UCF,'' King said "Before the game, I was
recruited to play at the A-Sun leveL where telling (guard)·Francine (Houston), 'Man I
·players are smaller and not nearly as talent- am so nervous for this."'
ed Now, the coaches have to go get a new
Next season, instrumental starters and
type of players to adapt in their new confer- leaders like Smith, King and forward Shelby
Weber will have graduated. Hudson and
ence. .
''We have got to get the post players to get sophomore Amber Long, who had a break·more physical and give us more presence out season, look to make up a dangerous
inside,'' Striegler said "They have got to have backcourt. Weber was one of the best
a presence, so that people start to worry rebounders inUCF history, so her departure
about them and not all about the guards.
means an expanded role (and thus, maybe
''We have got to get our guards to be more pressure) for players like Gomes,
more than one-dimensional. The guards in Fieser and forward Jaclde Akers.
the old conference were one-dimensional.
While everyone would love to win as
You had the shooter or the guard that could soon as possible, Striegler is realistic and
penetrati; but the guards in the new confer- understands that there is much work to do
ence are not one-dimensional. They can ·. until this prograin can meet the standards of
penetrate and they can step back and shoot C-USA.
the jump shot.''
,
''In three to. four years, we will have an
Through the trials of this long season, the ·opportunity to realistically compete for a
Knights continued to fight and displayed a title on a regular basis,'' she said
''never quit'' attitude, save for one game.
Until then? Patience everyone, patience.
FROM

YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP
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Both Cici Alvarez and Kacie
Feaster pace the offense for the
mond The Knights are 13-20 on Knights. They both carry an
the season and 0-6 in Confer- · above-300 batting average and
ence USA play. They will get an are tied for a team-leading 33
opportunity to prove them- hits a piece. Feaster is also leadselves against the Cougars, who , ing the Knights in runs with 13
are boasting a record of21-12'on and RBis with 18. She is also
the season and 3-3 in confer- 'tied with Amber Lamb for a
te~leading three home runs.
• ence play.

Bl

•

Rough Weekend?

Cougars and Knights meet.for first time in softball
FROM

(MUST BE PRESENT TO WINI) ·

Anchoring the pitching staff
will be Allison Kime, who
boasts a record of 9-8 and a 1.77
ERA this season. For the season, opponents are hitting just
.207 off of Kime. .
A sweep this weekend could
be just what the Knights need
to get their C-USA ball rolling.
Tilis wee1',nd's set only contin-

ues what is to be a long couple
months of conference play for
the Knights. Tilis weekend's set
is a perfect opportunity for
UCF to make a statement.
Tickets for the game this
weekend are available at the
stadium gate. Tickets are $5 for
adults and $3 for senior citizens
and children ages -17.

•

•

•
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Principal Office in·Orlando
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Late inning rally carries Knights past Bethune~Cookman

•

Tyson Auer started the inning
with one out, singling and
advancing to third following a
balk and a steal. The Knights
then went on to record six
more hits and notch five runs
before Joseph Gautier took '
over and pitched effectively for
4.1 innings.
The big blow ofthe first was
Kiko Vazquez's double, ·which
Cleaning up
scored two runs. Vazquez, hitDesignated hitter Steve Stropp was rewarded
ting in the five spot with desigfor his hot bat, pitting fourth for the first time
nated hitter Steve Stropp tak- and going 3-for-6 with two runs and two RBis.
ing over the fourth spot, was
3-for-6 on the night and scored
Game over
two runs to go with his two
Senior closer Dominic Petracca has been
RBis.
absolutely dominant this season. He ha~ seven
· The Wildcats answered
saves and has not allowed an earned run.
back against Meier, who went

CHRIS HOYLER
The umpires for Tuesday's
game between UCF and
Bethune-Cookman must have
known the starting pitching
would be as bad as it was. That
had to be the reason they were
late, delaying the first .pitch 18
minutes.
·
But it didn't matter, as
UCF's Taylor Meier and BCC's Raphael Kyles still toed
the rubber, and UCFs hot start
against Kyles helped carry the
Golden Knights to a 10-8 win.
Kyles recorded just two outs
before getting the hook from BCC Coach Mervyl Melendez.

11>

fl

0

t1

just two innings and allowed
three earned runs on left fielder Colin Irvine's home run in
the second. Brian Brooks
relieved Meier in the third. also
going two innings and allowing
two earned runs on five hits.
Both Brooks and Meier also
were tagged with an unearned
run, a result oftwo UCF errors.
B-CC took the lead in the
fourth inning and answered a
UCF run in the sixth to extend
its lead to 8-6. But the Knights,
who have played nine one-run
games this year, are used to
making comebacks and did so .
again :in the seventh.
Right fielder .Shane Ynclan

Inside the game

Sports Editor

tied the game when his double
down the left field line scored
two. The Knights, who had a
season-high 21 hits, left 17 runners on base, but pinch hitter
Dave Lambert came through
when it counted. driving a twoout single to center to reclaim
the lead for UCF at 9-8. Matt
Ray's single down the right
field line scored Jon Cooper
and completed the scoring.
· Dominic Petracca closed
out the ninth for his seventh
save af the season, making history in the process. The senior
closer moved into a tie for sixth
for the UCF single-season
saves record.

Pool&
Darts
~ SMOKEF: .....__

- TAVERN-.

WEDNESDAYS
Open Mic Night
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Concerning their own team,
the Frogs are still looking to put
all three phases of the game
) together in the ~e contest.
This past weekend against University of California-Santa Barbara, TCU struggled in at least
· ) one phase of the game in every
contest and came away with its
first series loss of the year. The
, offense hit 302 for the weekend.
but the defense committed five
·errors while the pitching staff
posted an ERA of 7.01
That pitching consists of a
three-prong attack with sophomores Sam Demel and Jake
Arrieta along with junior Brad
) Furnish. Demel is second on the
team in ERA (2.92), but has been
the most affected by the Frogs'
1 sloppy defense. Demel has given
up 19 runs this year, but only 12
were earned
Demel began the season as
' the Frogs' Friday starter, traditionally reserved for a team's
best pitcher, but he has lost that
spot to Arrieta. On his first outing as head of the staff; Arrieta
dominated Florida Atlantic to
the tune of two hits over eight
, scoreless innings with 13 strikeouts. The role of staff ace has
been his ever since. Yet, .he
looked far from it in his last start
' versus UCSB. Arrieta was
unable to make it out of the fifth
inning, permitting seven runs on
nine hits.
Furnish is the innings-eater
on the team. He has lasted at
least seven innings in four ofhis
five starts, including two complete games. One of those complete games was a no-hitter
against Stephen R Austin where
1 the freshman faced just one batter over the minimum. Batters
are hitting just .221 off ofthe junior, the lowest of any Frog pitcher.

Those hurlers will have to
find some way to stop (or at least

'

slow down) a scorching UCF
offense. The Golden Knights
(14-10) have scored 39 runs in
their previous four games. Leading this charge is freshman outfielder Dave DiNatale, the CU~A Hitter of the Week Last
week, the Knights put up a 4-1
record During that span, DiNatale posted a .429 batting average. He hit safely in each game,
producing two doubles, two
triples and five RBis. He also
stole two bases, scored five runs
and recorded 15 total bases. For
the year, DiNatale leads UCF in
batting (.365), hits (27), doubles
(8), and total bases (39).
The TCU offense counters
with junior Keith Conlon. He
currently holds TCU's Ttiple
Crown, pacing the Frogs in average (.346), home runs (3) and
RBis (17).
"I think it'll challenge for us
and it'll be a ' good weekend
before we open up conference
play," UCF Coach Jay Bergman
said ''Every weekend from here
on out is going to be a banger
and TCU is very good. so thafll
get us ready for what we got to
face for the next eight weekends
after that"
This weekend will also mark
the Knights' first multi-game
series away from home since
opening day, Feb. 4. The Knights
are 2-3 on the road this season,
but at least one Knight believes
that this team needs to get out of
their house.
''I love road trips," junior outfielder Tyson Auer said "It
builds a lot ofrapport with teammates and coming into the first
pretty good team, we're going to
have to bond together and make
it happen. I think we are ready,
finally, for that."
The first pitch for the firstever meeting between the
Knights and Homed Frogs is set
for Friday at 8 p.m. Saturday's
start is 3 p.m., and the series concludes on Sunday at 2 p.m.

Walker will miss spring
•

) FROM
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it would go a long way toward
making Moffett more comfortable and freeing up UCFs less
experienced receivers. A healthy
Walker, one of the best receivers
in C-USA last season, would
draw a lot of attention from
opposing defenses.
The duo of Kevin Smith and
-,. Jason Peters will return to the
UCF backfield this season and.
with a year of valuable experience under their belts, will like') ly become one of the most dominant running back tandems in
C-USA , Now
sophomore,
. Smith looks to improve after
earning C-USA Freshman of the

a

Year honors, racking up 1,178
yards in13 games. Peters had 590
yards, but he averaged an
impressive 5.6 yards per carry.
On defense, last season's
freshman sensation Joe Burnett
will look to improve on a year in
which he was the only rookie
named to the' C-USA-All First
Te~ among other accolades.
Burnett posted a team-high five
interceptions on the season and
had two electrifying punt
returns for touchdowns.
UCF kicks off its regular
season on September 2, hosting Villanova at the Citrus
Bowl A week later, the Knights
will travel to Gainesville to
take on Florida

·,
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Karaoke

No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
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401-217-7665

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida
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DiNatale, Stropp
lead UCF offense
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C/,icl:en Sc:rndwicl,e ,
Clticl:en f:inset> Sc:tndwiclt

Juml>o Wtnss
Pick your Fla¥or from the Flavor lune
1
5 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) •..• • .•••••.• , ..... t
...... 3.99
10 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) • • •••••••••••• , •• , ••••••••••• 6.49
15 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) • • •••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 8.99
20 (One.or Two Flavors, 1 Ranch) •••••••••.•••••••••.•• 11.99
30 {One or Two Flavors, 2 Ranch) ...................... 17.99
50 (Up to Three Flavors. 3 Ranch) ....... , • . , ••• , • • , . ... 27.99
75 (Up to Three Flavors. 4 Ranch) ...... . .. , •••••••••••• 37.99
100 (Up to Four Flavors, 5 Ranch) ................. , ••••• 47.99
Add Celery ...... . ... .. ....... . .. , • • • • • . • • • • • • .. • • . . • .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .69
Add Fries to any Wing order , . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.99

•substituhons available tor an additional charge

s7 29

Pick your Sandwich
•
Grilled Chicken Breast
·
Fried Chicken Breast
Chicken Finger Sandwich
1/2 Pound Burger
Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors
Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

Jluf.'f.'c:rlo Wins llct~~e't
10 Wings, Ranch and Wedge Fries • . •••.• : ......... , ........7.79

$6.99

Ft>esb Sctlc:rds

20

1/2 Pound llut"sers
served with Wedge Fries•

WINGS

&
REGUlAR

Side~
Wedge Fries •• • ••••••••• •• ••• Regular 1.99
• ; •• . •••••••• • •.•••• • •••• •Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries •••••• • •••• • . •• •• Regular 2.99
........ .. .... . .. .... ... .. Jumbo 4.49
Beer Battered Onion Rings . . ..... ... .. .. .. . . . . . . . .Regular 2.49
•••••• .• .• • . • • • • • • • •.. ••• ••.•••. . .••. • . •• ••Jumbo 4.49
Mouarella Sticks (5) ••••••••••••.•••• • ••.•••••••••.••••4.49
Fried Mushlooms • .•• •••. • •• : •• • ••• •'· • • . . • .. • • • • •• , • • .4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .99
Garden Salad • • • , •• •••••••• •• ••••• • ••••• • ••••• • ••••• 4.49
Side Salad . • ••.•••••••.••.•••••. •• •.• ••.. • • .••••••• 2.49

Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast. Fried Chicken Breast QB Buffalo Shrimp
Pick your Flavor
Plain QB any one of our 25 flavors
Pick your Dressing
Blue Cheese. Ranc11, Honey Mustard, Ute Italian

C/itcf¢en ffns~-rs
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor • Dipped or On the Side
3 (One Flavor) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3.99
5 (One Flavor) • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 6.29
10 (One Flavor) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11.99
20 (Up to Two Flavors) .• , ••.•.•• • 21.99
50 {Up to Three Flavors • • • • • • • • • • 47 .99

kid•2: Menu
5 Wings & Wedge Frtas • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.49
3 Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.49

Cl.,icken Fin~er Jlcrske't

So-Pt Drinks

5 Fiogers & Wedge Fries • •. • •• , ........ . . ... .. ... .... , • 7.49

20 oz Bottles •• , ••••.•• • •••• , . • . . . • . • • • 1.49
2·Llter • •• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 2.49

Jlu.ff.'ulo StMm]> ·

()~

s1gee
CHOOSE

ANY FLAVOR
Not valid with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 04-13-06.

Dcssel""t

10 Shrimp (One Flavor) ••••• • ••••••• • 5.99

FRIES

Brownies ·. . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • . • . . • . . . • • . • 1.49

20 Shrimp (One or Two Flavors) • • • • • • • • 8.99
1OShrimp and Wedge Fries • • • • .. • .. • 7.49

Cheesecake , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2,49

$5QOcash bonus
Special offer for college and trade school
students,' recent grads and graduate students
May be combined with most other publicly available Ford Motor Company national incentives at the time of
purchase or lease on the model you select. Limit one offer per customer. See your local Ford or Lincoln
Mercury Dealer for details. Visit our Web site tor official Program rules.

JOIN UCF GOLD TEAM
·Do you love athletics?
·Are you interested in joining one ofthe most
prestigious groups on campus?
•Are you looking for away to network and
™ ' meet people with similar interests?

lnterviewfor an opportunity to join astudent organization that assists the UCF
Athletic department in the recruiting process of the nation's top studentathletes.
Come be a part of the fastest growing athletic program in the nation! Gain
knowledge and ·experience in Public Relations, Teamwork, Communications,
and·ot course Athletics!

\

PPl•v o· , Available at the Wayne Densch Sports Complex from
8am-5pm Monday-Friday.Must be turned in by Tuesday, April 4th by 5:00p~.
Iii r
': April 5,6 &7th.You can sign up for an interview atthe Wayne
Densch Sports Complex's Main Office.

Qtestio

Feel free to

407-823-5506

Log on to
www.YourTicket2Drive.com
for a chance·~o win:

f $509 cash
f A trip to the 2006 mtv.U Woodie
Awards in New York City

f A brand new 2007 Ford Fusion! .

06

college student

purchase program

www . fordco 11 eg e hq .com

L I N C O LN

· NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Open to legal residents of the U.S. 18 and older
· who are currently enrolled (or have graduated after 511/04) lnllrom a natlonaJly
accredited college/university, junior college, community college or trade schaol
at Uroo of entry. VOID INALASKA AND HAWAII AND WHEREVER PROHIBrrED OR
RESTRICTED BY LAW Entries for the Grand Prize Sweepstakes must be
received by 11 :59 p.m. (EST) on 1Ofl/06 and entries for tile Monthly
sweepstakes drawings must be received by 11:59 p.m. (EST) oo the 27th day
of each calendar month dunng the sweepstakes Period. Subject to the Official
Rules. Visit YourTlcket20rlve.com.

f

'7

Dail4 flapp4 flour Noon-7pm
Domestic· Drafts .75, Pitchers $5,
Longnecks $1.75
Imports· Drafts $3.25, Pitchers $9,
Bottles $2.50
2/4/1 Wells • FREE Wings

• •

• •

•

•

-

FLORIDA .t GEORGIA RESIDENTS

*SAVE 810*

.DNA MARDI GUS Tl£1ET
VALID AFTER 5PM

With a coupon from specially marked
bags and trayliners at participating
Wendy's restaurants.

-

.

.

"

'

.

.

LIVE PARTY Buos * Roc11N~ P1uD~ * AuTHNT{ll F.ooo * TuMS or Buos

. /ON IV.ERS:AL

STUDIOS®"~

·Purchase your tickets at UNIVERSALORLAN,00.COH, TickeiHaster, or by calling 407-224-5500. ·
t subject' to change -out ~
..-cola cl•....," Ille Con~ffl

olentel!W •no •II re1'1%!J

•

•
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The Academy Awards are over, and it's time to focus on this year's crop of great movies.
Sometimes, though, you've got to travel far to see them. Like to Austin, Texas.

•

FOR GOOD MOVIES,

•

•

•

•

MIX AND MATCH
.

.

.

A wide variety of movies were
screened at the South by Southwest
Film Festival. Science fiction, horror,
comedy, satire and documentaries
were offered to audiences.

AScanner Darkly

.:.fONIGHt

Richard Linklater

:.:Matisyahu

_ Fre5h off the release of his
'latest CD Youth, the Hasidic
Jewish reggae artist
Matisyahu hits the House of
Blues in a sold-out show.So
we hope you've got your ·
tickets already. Wrth guest
Balkan Beat Box. Doors open
at 7p.m.407-934-BLUE

TOMORROW
WARNERINDEPENDENTPICTURES

Reason to
Bum

Based on the Philip K. Dick novel, AScanner Darkly uses
rotoscoped animation to produce its unique look. It stars
Keanu Reeves and is set to open July 7.

. Local rockers Reason to Bum
hit the little-big time with
their first independent CD
release, Engineering an
Ideal. Back Booth celebrates
. the occasion with a CD
release party, along with
guests Archer's New Rival,
Beneath These Words and
Showoff. Doors open.at 9
p.m.407-999-2570

Slither
James Gunn

TOMORROW

South

All the way from the British
Isles comes South, presented
by 0-Rock 105.9.The
rock/electronica group from
Sussex traveled a long way
to be here, so why not come
out and see it? Wrth guests
Something for Rockets, Nine
Black Alps and Margot &The
Nuclear So and So's.Atthe
Social at9 p.m.407-2461419

"'

\~

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Mayor Jack MacReady (Gregg Henry) notices something
amiss in Slither. The gooey horror film about parasitic
slugs opens March 31.

Thank You For Smoking
Jason Reitman

SATURDAY

Hand to
Hand

1

The mightily ptaised
Orlando-based posthardcore/screamo group
Hand to Hand brings its
stylish blend to Back Booth.
Guests include New Self
High, Girls! Girls! Girls!, and
Blueeyes for Deadskies.
Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
407-999-2570

J
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~
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SUNDAY

Straylight
Run
On tour as part of MTV'.s
campus invasion, the upand-<oming rock quartet
Straylight Run comes to the
Social with The Spill Canvas
and The Exit in tow. Doors
open at7 p.m.407-2461419

DVD RELEASE FOR
WEEK OF MARCH 28

JACK PLUNKm I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Adam Horowitz ofThe Beastie Boys answers a question at an interview panel at the South by Southwest Music and Film Festival March 15 in Austin, Texas. The Beastie Boys are releasing
a documentary titled Awesome; I F**kin'Shot That, which was shot entirely by fans at Beastie Boys concerts. Dozens offilm screenings were held over the weeklong festival.
.

From mainstream to indie, horror flicks to documentaries, nearly every type
of movie imaginable was screened at the South by Southwest Film Festival.
WILLIAM GOSS

A

StaffWriter

t this year's South by Southwest Film
Festival, a documentary entitled Bataville: We Are Not Afraid of the Future
,
frequently addressed the titular philosophy of shoe-making legend
Toll\as Bata. However, according to ·some of the
other films, by 2010, France will Wan off its slums
(District 13) and a totalitarian England will face several acts of terrorism (V for Vendetta), while about
twenty percent qf the American population will b~
addicted to Substance D by 2013 (A Scanner Darkly).
So, am I afraid of the future?
Yes, very (and how!), but at least it will be entertaining when it happens.

The festival, which takes place alongside music
and interactive events, showcased roughly 180 films
over the course of nine days, from full-length features to several shorts programs, spread out over six
venues in the glorious town of Austin, which isn't
really part of Texas in the way that Florida isn't really part of the South.
The opening night selection was Robert Altman's new film, A Prairie Home Companion, an
ens!=!mble take on the popular NPR show of the
same name. Fans of the show seemed satisfied by
the appearance of their favorite characters (ofwhich
there are many), while those foreign to it were over- ,
whelmed by the frantic riature ofthe film. The undeniable highlights, however, were Kevin Kline's turn
PLEASESEE

FESTIVAL ON B6

FOX SEARCHLIGHTPICTURES

Nick Naylor (Aaron Eckhart) works to defend the rights of
smokers everywhere from nosy health zealots. The.big
tobacco satire is currently in limited release.

American Dreamz
Starting
Friday

Paul Weitz

2006 Florida Film
Festival
From March 24
through April 2, the
Enzian Theatre and
the Regal Winter Park
Village 20 will host
the Florida Film
Festival. Look in next
week'sVariety section
for full coverage of
films and events.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Another less-weighty satire is American Dreamz, a parody
-of reality TV and the show Americon Idol. Hugh Grant ·
stars as the Simon Cowell-esque "mean judge."

' King Kong
Already this film is on DVD?

~:ves, this supposed"flop"that

.

· made more than a half-a.• :billion dollars worldwide is
· here, available in a single or
·: ~isc presentation.

Big City Rock, The Rocket Summer live for the music
BRANDON BIELICH
Staff Writer

It was 4:45 p.m. on March 7.
As fans began to line up outside of the
Social downtown, eagerly waiting to enter
the venue, inside, Big City Rock was finishing its sound check.
,
With one f mal check of the microphone, the quintet from Los Angeles calmly waJked off stage and dispersed
Packed into a small, 5-by-10 backstage
room - its only amenities a single (albeit
bright) light and small refrigerator stocked

)

with ice cold bottled water - singer and
guitarist Nate Bott, keyboard player Frank
Staniszewski and bassist Tim Resudek sat
in a semicircle, reflecting on the evening.
"There's what I.call 'the calm before the
storm,' where we just kinda chill out and
feel naturally ready to [play]," Staniszewski said. as a single beam of overhead light
flashed offhis curly, brown hair. "There's a
lot of chaos and frantic energy; and then,
all of a sudden, [there's] a little bit of calnl
right before we go on."
And somewhere between the calm and
the metaphorical storm, according to Bott,

....

~~t~~~----~----~f------..---~----~-fd,.._~----~~------

,

~~..-n ~~~~

there's the pre-show ritual .
touring and its self-titled debut album,
"We always do a huddle. We like to do released last Tuesday.
the huddle,'' he said
"Big City Rock is our thing; that's what
''We gotta do the huddle,'' Staniszewski . we like to taJk about,'' Bott said "I think ·
added, emphasizing its importance.
ac~ally we made the mistake of flying the
_ Bott and his bandmates - with gui- flag of our bands in the past."
tarist Andy Barr and drummer Kaumyar
Bott and the others won't reveal their
wrapping up the group of five - prefer ages, due to people who usually match age
not to reminisce about the previous bands with experience, passing judgment in the
and previous band members from places process.
Bott acknowledged that concealing
like Madison, Wis. and Minneapolis,
Minn. that ultimately led to today's Big their ages may sound "fishy,".but he stands
City Rock from California.
PLEASE SEE PASSION O
N-B6
After all, the main focus is present-day

~----~----~~--~~~~~.....:,---~----~~~~----~~--~~'------~--------------'--.....;.,

FREE LEGAL SERVICES

Passion same for two groups·

~
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by the decision.
"The point is, we have [what
it takes] to play a good show
night after night," he said.
With influences ranging
from the Cars and The Police to
U2 and Bon Jovi, the band has
kept the same goal throughout
its history: make music that's ·
enjoyable to play and listen to,
and work hard to expose · as
many people as possible to that
music.
·
That formula spawned two
EPs and multiple shows in the
L.A. music scene, where, eventually, scouts from Atlantic
Records began to take notice.
That notice led to a main.stream album release.
As far as the name goes,
each member provided a different take on its meaning while.
leaving it open for interpretation.
·
''When I came up with the
band Big City Rock, I didn't
mean Motley Criie 2, for example, you know?" Bott said. "It's
an artistic statement; it's a concept ... to somehow express the ·
power that I feel music has."
"Really, I think the name was
originally just an explanation,"
Resudek added.
·
Whatever. the name may
stand . for, Bott knows he is
happy with Big City Rock. As
his career now lands him in a
different town everyday, it also
keeps him in line.
,
"I was definitely born to
play music," he said. "Ifl wasn't
playing music ...I'd probably be ·
in jail."
As the "storm" a,pproached,
the members of Big City Rock
gathered in the compulsory
huddle and made their final
remarks. Then they hit the
stage.
·
Meanwhile, Bryce Avary
stood backstage against a wall,
quietly waiting for his chance
to take center stage.
"I'm just ready to ·play," he
said laughing. "I can get a little
impatient sometimes ... but I'm
doing well, I'm excited."
Avary is the 23-year-old
behind the solo act la_lown as
The Rocket Summer. Age is no
concern for Avary, as he has
already released three albums
on his own. This culminated in
a recent record deal with Island
Records, which houses bands
such as Fall Out Boy and Thrice
and artists like Elvis Costello
and Mariah Carey.
Although Avary tours with a
backup band composed of
three of his closest friends, he
records albums like ·a true solo
artist, supplying vocals and
playing every instrument on
the record.
Avary picked up his first
instrument, a guitar, at age 12
and began playing drums soon
thereafter. He also plays piano.
On stage, he mainly strums the
guitar while singing, but he.

•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's
living arrangements in the community.
·

•

Co.n sumer problems confronting individual
.
students.

•

Traffic cases

•

Criminal law

• · Uncon~ested dissolution of marriage
•

Bankruptcy

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

..

Students in need of legal service should contact,
either .in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in. Room · 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal adv~ce will be given over the phone.

•

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the

,

. ,.. , Student Re;ource Centei( r~01~' i
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Big City Rock

COURTESY BIGCl1YROCK.COM

L.A. indie rockers
From left, guitarist Andy Barr, keyboard player Frank Staniszewski, singer and' guitarist Nate Bott {front), bassist
Tim Resudek, and drummer Kaumyar are Big City Rock. The gro,up performed with The Rocket Summer at The
Social recently. The two groups have different backgrounds, but both share the same energy for their music.

•

alternates between the piano other things like doing the tour Crowds of ail kinds seem to
and the drums.
publicity and stuff like that."
enjoy it, although it is mainly
"Guitar is probably what I'm
Although Avary's wife is the · young girls who can be heard
best at,'' he said. "But it's always full-time tour manager for the from across the venue, screamfun to play the drums."
group, Bergeland had no prob- ing and singillg along to lyrics.
Avary grew up in the Dallas- lem filling in on the current
As Avary prepared to begin
Fort Worth area of Texas, but tour. Originally from Califor- the evening's "celebration," he
he now travels all over the U.S. nia, Bergeland graduated with a recalled the last time he was in
in a van and RV. Because of this, bachelor's degree in entertain- Or).ando. This is his third trip in
he said he is currently "home- ment business from Full Sail, the last year, and he is no
less;" but it's not as bad as it located in Wmter Park.
stranger to the city.
sounds. According to Avary,
Bergeland said life on the
"I think the crowds in Orlan-:
there's no sense in paying rent road seems to fit his personali- do are really cool," he said. "We
if he's never home.
ty.
came co-head1ining with Hello"My lease was up so I moved
"For me ... it's great," he said. goodhye, and it was totally
out," he said laughing. "I didn't "I think, just in general, some amazing but you could tell . .
wanna actually commit to liv- · people are really meant to do it, maybe like half of the crowd
ing anywhe.re because I'm on and some people just really wasn't fully aware of who we
aren't. ·
tour so much."
were.
"But I think tonight, (a head- ·
According to Avary, life on
"It's defmitely hard to cut it
the road can be tough at times, [sometimes] ... but this band lining show) should be pretty
but he tends to get by with a lit- seems to do it really well. I rad"
tle help from his friends. Not think because we're all such
Avary recorded his current
only do his best friends play in good friends, it keeps all the album, Hello, Good Friend, in
his band, he even grew up with turmoil to a minimum."
Brooklyn but said he pictures a
his now part-time tour managAccording to Avary, a typical sunnier recording location for
er, Matt Bergelhnd.
show with The Rocket Sum- his next record.
"I actually was brought on to mer is "a celebration," which
Perhaps someplace sunny,
film for a DVD for the next includes a confetti gun and col- like Orlando?
record," Bergeland said.. "But ored lights draped across
"It's possible, it's possible,"
I've just kind of taken on some instruments and amplifiers. he said with a grin. ·

•

•
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....~l~LOEWS
MIDNIGHT SHOWS EVERY THURSDAY,
. . . CINEPLEX FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY!!

Festival screens 180 films
·

might be altered, the film.
appeared to be fully completed.
as Guy Noir, as well as Woody · Scanner opens on July 7.
Harrelson and John C. Reilly as
American Dreamz and
a pair of potty-mouthed cow- Thank You For Smoking both
. boys. Companion opens on offered some hearcy helpings of
June9.
sharp satire, everi if Dreamz is a
Although the 'TBA'. slot is bit more obvious in its executypically reserved for an addi- tion. Those looking for a wortional screening of the festival's . thy mixture of humor and hormost popular movie, wo:r;d had ror should check out the
made its way around that this gruesome Slither and the great
year's surprise screening Behind The Mask: The Rise of
would be none other than A Leslie Vernon, a hilarious mockScanner Darkly, the latest from . umentary about an up-andAustin native Richard Llnklater coming serial killer armed with
(School of Rock, Dazed and sarcasm, soul patch, and scythe
Confesed). An adaptation ofthe in his miSsion to join the ranks
Philip K. Dick novel, the film of Freddy, Jason and Chucky.
follows Bob Arctor (Keanu
Real documentaries were
Reeves), an undercover agent certainly not in short supply,
who is eventually assigned to with subjects including freemonitor himself and his own dom of speech (This Film IsNot
friends in an effort to bust them Yet Rated and F**k), credit card
for the sale of Substance D, a debt (Maxed Out), roller derby
drug used by about one in (Jam), full-scale role-playing
every five Americans.
games (Darkon), ait guitar (Air
The film employs the same Guitar Nation), hot rods (Tales
rotoscoping animation used by of the Rat Fink), bull riding
Linklater in Waking Life, (Rank), poetry slams (Slam
although it might have been Planet: War ofthe Words), Summore effective had the film mercamp! and Beethoven's Hair
been live-action with select (those last two are pretty self. attributes, such as hallucina- explanatory).
·
tions, being animated. The f~
Movie buffs could still get in
has a trippy and witty vibe for a fair share of their favorite
the first hour or so, with Robert music, with features covering
Downey Jr. being of particular everything from metal (Metal:
note, but then the story sobers A Headbanger's Journey) and
up and takes things a dreary . punk (Punk Like Me) to homodirection to a somewhat abrupt sexual hip-hop (Pick Up The
ending.
Mic).
Although the audience was
Many bands had their own
told that some of the music film..s all to themselves, includ-

r
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Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult withprogram attorneys about legal matters and receive
advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and
including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:

l

ing the Beastie Boys (Awesome;
I F**kin' Shot That!), the Pixies
(loudQUIETloud), and · Los
Lonely Boys (Cotton.fields and
Crossroads). Comedians even ·
. got in on the act with Ray
Romano's 95 Miles To Go, Al_
Franken's God Spoke, Charles
Nelson Reilly's The Life ofReilly, and Jeffrey Ross' Patriot Act.
Then there was the everpresent Andy Dick. In addition
to minor appearances in
Bondage and Fired!, he also premiered his directorial debut,
Danny Roane: First Time Direc- ·
tor. During the Q&A afterward,
he ended up humping co-star
Mo Collins on the stage of the
P:;rramoUllt Theater. ·
In between movies, Austin
is j~t a great town to hang out
in, almost a bigger, hipper
cousin to Orlando. 'Keep
Austin Weird' is the town
creed, arid the creative community embraces its college roots
to inspire a near-Bohemian
vibe. One bumper sticker read
"We're all here because we're
not all there," and that about
sums it up.
Now; where did I put that
check from the Austin Convention and Visitors Bureau?.
Programming director Matt
Dentler will be speaking on a
panel, comparing and contrasting Austin's SXSW Festival and
Orlando's Florida Film Festival,
next Thursday morning at the
Enzian.
.
Additional info can be found
at www-£\9ridafilmfestival.com.

f

(407) 354-5998 FOR MORE INFO
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NOW HIRING!
The·first-ever Nickelodeon Family Suites by Holiday Inn is
. seeking "A" talent at
levels for our entire resort.
Great starting pay! Flexible schedules!

all

'

.

Apply in person, Monday - Friday, 9:00am- 5:00pm·
All shifts avFtilable! Bilingual is

aplus!

Visit us at 14500 Continental Gateway (off SR 536) Orlando, FL 32821
Send resumes to iwantajob@nickhotel.com or fax the_m to 407-387-1492.
Job Hotline: 407-387- 1810 Drug-free workplace. EOE.

.Available Roles:
• Lifegu-ards • F&B Mgmt• Cashiers• Cooks• Laundry.
•Housekeeping Supervisors• Engineering
• HR Coordinator• Recreation Supervisor
• Front Desk Agent • Pool Tech
• Security 9tticers
•Arcade Attendant• Servers
• Bartenders
•Costume Characters
•And more!
\

•

..

Check out our website for a complete listing:

www.nickhotel.com
©'2006Viacom International Inc. All rights reserved. Nickelodeon, SpongeBob SquarePants and all related t itles, logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. SpongeBob SquarePants created by Stephen Hillenburg. ©'2006 lnterContinental Hotels Group. All
rights reserved. H day Inn and all related titles, logos and trademarks ar owned by Six Continents Hotels, Inc.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AO

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
.
wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By Phone: 407-447-4555
·
By Fax: 407-447-4556
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Roiise Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. Sun. fox Mon. issue
9 a.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA. MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, Fax, In Person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue·
S p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

'

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES
Rate

b
·100
125
1SO
17S
200
225
250
275
300

(
Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time (
Help Wanted: Full·Tune (
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments . B
ROOl!)mates
A

Sublease

A

For Sale: Homes

B

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

A
A

400 Services

B

500 Announcements
600 Traver
700 Worship

A

B

B
B
B
B

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

RateA

Rate B

Rate(

$6
$4

$9
$6

$}8

First issue:
Each addl issue:

$}2

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
·Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

ni'm HELP WANTED:
~General

•

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

•

Spend your summer in a lakefront cabin
in Maine. If you'r!l looking to spend this'
summer outdoors, have fun while you
work, & make lifelong friends, then look
no further. Camp Mataponi, a residential
girls camp in Maine, has female
sumrnertime openings fo( Horseback
Riding, Nurses, Office, Radio, Ropes
Course, Swimming, Tennis, & Unit
Leader. Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED
4/5. Call us today toll free at
. 1-888-684-2267 or apply online at
www.campmataponi.cnm.

3bd/2ba immaculate home w/in min of
UCF $259,900. 100% financing
available. Several 1,2&3 bdrm condos
from the low $100s. Call today for
expert help w/ all of your real estate
needs. The Selby Group 407-482-8225

•

.GRAPHIC/WEB DESIGNER
The Central Florida Future is seeking
someone w'1o has knowledge In
Photoshop, Illustrator, Quark and
onllne layout. Approximately 10 to 15
hours per week. Good pay. E-mail
resume to publlsher@UCFnews.com.

WANTED:

•

Management, Servers, Bartenders,
Hosts and kitchen staff. Poboys
Creole cafe on Kirkman and Conroy
is hiring for all positions. Please
apply in person between
10:00-4:00pm M-F
Email: orlandojobs@poboys.com
We are a New O~eans Themed Sports Bar and Grill
looking for crew members eager to share our Mardis
Gras spirit with the central Florida area About 1 mile
North ofUniversal Studios4753 South Kirkman Road.

DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED
Tues & Fri. Flex hrs, 12-7pm. "Great
,Pay" No exp necessary. Must have own
vehicle. The Healthy Chef, Inc.
407-339-2433

NANNY WANTEDLooking for assistance with 2 young
children. Live in preferred.
Call 407-443-6111 to discuss,

AVON-Full/Part Time
Now $10.00 for Kits!
Earn 50%, To Buy I Sell.
407-830-7527

Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva, residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 10-24th
Girls June 24th-July 22nd. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.net

Evening Work, Carpet Cleaning
.Carpet Cleaning Professional for
commercial accounts in Orlando, Florida
area. Equipment, vehicle & supplies
provided. For more info,
please•call 313-359-6032 or
fax your resume to 800-480-4844.
Resume may also be emailed to
laura.garrett@dynamicsupplies.com

Kitchen Help Wanted
Mellow Mushroom Winter Park.
Starting $7.50/hr. Flex hours.
Call 407-657-7755 or stop In.
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/Wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

PIT and FIT Positions Avallable
Looking for Male or Female
companions to work w/ special needs
adults. Flex. hours.. 407-334·5771

TWO MEN ANO A TRUCK.
"Movers Who Care."

· 4031-Sforsytfl Rd.-WinterParl<,fll2i92

Two Men and a Truck Is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residentlaVcommerclal customers.
Must be neat In appearance, have
clean driving rec.o rd, strong work
ethic, & exc. customer skllls. We
offer excellent wages + tips & ·
bonuses. $500 sign-on bonus for
FT. 407-852-1777. We are located at:
4031-B Forsy1h Rd. 1
Winter Park, FL 32792
MAKE GREAT CASH AND HAVE FUN!
Bicycle Drivers Needed. Flex. schedule.
Three Orlando Locatiohs. 407-310-2991
Why Walk Pedi Cab
www.bicycletaxiservice.com
VALET PARKING ATTENDANT
FT/PT weekdays. Must Drive Stick,
Professional Appearance. Hourly + tips.
Immediate Openings. Call Steve
407-303-8025, leave message.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
Valet Parking Attendant
Special Events, $8-12/hr nights and
weekends, 407-648-0770
PT or FT position avail 2 or 3 days per
week. Exp. w/ lawn equip. helpful!
Starting at $8-8.50/hr. Flex hrs, weekdays
Contact Dale Sorensen at 321-948-6498.
INTERNS WANTED National Marketing
& Promotional Staffing firm in Orlando
seeks interns interested in hands-on
learning experience. Work directly under
company President. Email
interns@belovedmarketing.com

.

Valet AtteRdants needed. FT/PT.
Great pay/flexible schedules.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-971 -9131

-

PIT & FIT runner/clerk
needed for downtown law firm.
Must be rellable and
have own transportation.
407-425-0234.

TRAIN TO BE A
SWIM INSTRUCTOR

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
· moms. 6-week process,
· $3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

SwimKids USA is Now Hiring
Swim Instructors
·FT/PT, weekdays and weekends available.
·May through September.
·Only mature, professional and responsible
need apply.
• Knowledge of swim strokes and good working
with children a must.
• $13/hour and up.
apply online @
www.swimkidsusa.com

SUB-CONTRACTORS NEEDED FOR
NEW HOME CLEANING AROUND
CENTRAL FL. MUST HAVE OWN
EQUIPMENT/ SUPPLIES. .
CALL 863-242-9139 AND START
TOMORROW

(407) 245-9587

Best Part-Time Job!
For a Full-Time Student
Apply Today & Start Monday 0·3127/06!
We are looking for motivated, friendly individuals to
join our team!

--

......

.....-

$100 SIGN-ON BONUS
"NO EXPERIENCE NEtCESARY*

$8, - $15 hour I Average
• Flexible AM & PM Schedules
•Paid training
• $7 per production hour guaranteed
• Referral Bonus
• Business Casual Envirorunent

Nanny wanted for Avalon Park for 5
month old girl. M-F. 321 -235-9450,
jeff.miller@hummingbird.com
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.'
Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FIT, PIT.
$11.00-$13.00/hr.
Also searching for office manager
FIT PIT, $8-$10/hr
Call 407-699-1992 or fax 407-699-8103
www.sharksandmlnnows.com
Appointment Setters· $12/hr. +
bonus. Door 2 Door, no selling,
casual. PT/FT. Set your O\'.Vn hours.
Call 877-866-0137 ext.5 (local number)

Looking for a job?
Try the Student Union!

We are now hiring for our ballroom setup crew.
.All applicants niust be available to work most of summer
session "A" and "B".
The application can be obtained on our website
www.studentunion.ucf.edu under "Employment".

,

Please turn in your application and resume to' suite 313 in
the Student Union.
Applications .are due by Friday, March.31, 2006 at 5pm.

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE
at Florida Hospital Celebration
Health Is conducting a study tor
women comparing the effects of
sweetened beverages on energy
regulation

Participants Receive
RECEPTIONISTS: Part/Full-time.
Friendly, organized, multl-task.
DANCE INSTRUCTOR TRAINEES:
No e.x perlence necessary.
Earn $10 in a research study
conducted in Research Park.
Requires approx. 1 hour
Info: email kbezek@gmail.com

TWO MEN ANO A TRUCK.
"Move!S Who Care:

•

$300.00

•
•

Health Screening
Complete Blood Work

To qualify you must be
. female, oveiweight,
between 20-60 years of
age and otheiwise healthy.
You must be able to
participate in 2 (50-hour)
overnight stays.

4031-8 For;yth Rd.· Winter Part. FL32792

Two Men and a Truck now hiring
customer service rep. Top pay and
commission. PT/FT call 407·852·1777
Fax resume to: 407-852-1133
emall: jamle@tmtorlando.com
Servers wanted for fine Italian restaurant.
Must have experience, good people
skills. FT/PT pos. avail. 1 mile north of
UCF. Call Susan (407) 365-4774

•

Call Toda

NOW HIRING
LIFEGUARDS!
BENEFITS INCLUDE:

OTHER POSITIONS:
f

• flee admission
• fieE quarterly tickets
• college tuition assistance

FOOD & BEVERAGE CASHIERS & COOKS
FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP - CASHIERS

~Gltfld HUMAN RESOURCES
6200 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE • ORLANDO, fl 32819
(407)lS4·2085 • FAX (407)345-1005

•

Applyonlineatwetnwildorlando.com,
call our JobLine at (407)248-1600,
• Email hr@Wetnwlldorfcom or visit our Human Resoun:es
Depanment daily between 9AM and4PM

EVERY
OPPORTUNITY
UNDER THE

.

Spring & Summer Hiring Event

,.

Apply for full-lime, part-lime, or summer positions featuring new increased pay rates
and a $250 bonus that may be available for new hires with lifeguard certification.
Qualified candidates may receive a job offer the same day!

Saturday, March 25 & April 1
• Casting Center
Arrive between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m.
Bring a swimsuit and towel for a swim
test that follows the interview.
Not able to attend? Call the Jobline
to schedule an interview.

Fun. Friends.
Respect. Respo~sibility•
•
Lifeguards at the Walt Disney World Resort earn all that and more.
Apply to join the Lifeguard team at one of our wor1d class Water Parks or
Resorts. You should have strong swimming skills and great Guest Service skills.
• Paid training and certification
• Premium pay incentives may be available for certain roles

• Theme Park admission
• Discounts at select dini ng, merchandise, and recreation locations
• Paid yacation and sick days for full·time positions
• Health care options may be available for full·time and part-time positions
For more information or to schedule an interview, call the Walt Disney World 11 Jobline ·today!

•

Benefits subje0 to change at an time.

• referral bonuses
• flexiblehours
• and more

•
TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS

Advertising assistant needed part-time
for Winter Park distribution company,
located less than 5 miles from UCF.
Duties would Include data entry of sales
promotions/programs, as well as
assisting the Advertising Coordinator
· with direct mail and in-store display
materials. Applicant must have
experience with Microsoft El<cel,
excellent organizational skills, and a
clean driving record. Flexible Hours,
approx. 20-30 hrs/wk (Monday-Friday
8am-5pm). Position pays $1 O/hour.
Email resume: l.sklar@robertssupply.com or fax 407-£57-4007 Attn: Lorri Sklar.

A UNIQUE AND FUN JOB!
FT/PT.' We can work around your
school schedule. Free admission to
area attractions, complimentary
tickets. We are looking for friendly,
responslble, honest people. We will
train. Call for Interview b/w 11am &
8pm. Unlversal Cltywalk.
Get Wired, Inc. 407-903-163.3

bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new people. . ·
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile-Energy Team. As part of·
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

NATURES TABLE
NOW HIRING. Downtown Dell. No
nights & weekends. Start at $7/hr.
Please call 407-843-4869

Inbound Calls
$9/hr + commission

Looking for babysitter for 2 boys ages 6
and 4. Prr on regular basis for evenings
and 1 or 2 days/week during summer.
Call 407-365-4856.
CALL CENTER SALES REPS- 50
· Needed in East Orlando. 5 mins from
UCF! FT/PT shifts available, $8-$9/hr
plus commission! Apply in person
weekdays. March 23- March 31 from
9am-4pm at Advantage Services Group,
4037 Metric Dr., Ste. B (recruiting office)
Winter Park, 32792 (Off of University ·
Blvd.); (407) 249-3477

• Personality a must
• Great for students
• Flexible hours
• 4p.m.-1 a.m.
• 2 separate shifts available

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team, apply at
www Iecruitiedbullmet.com.

RedBulr
~

ENERGY DRINK

Administrative assistant needed for fastpaced real estate office in Downtown
Orlando. Must be detail-oriented, have
excellent computer skills and be able to
work independently. Flexible hours.
· 20-30 hr.s/wk. $9-11/hr depending on
experience. Fax resume to 407-207-4395

HostDime
hosting. servers. solutions

UPTO
$170/MO.

-PHP/SQL developer to work on HR IS.
project pay/hourly + benefits-flex hrs.
-Bi!ling Auditor internship- work in team
of 20 for a Mar/April to Aug in our server
auditing campaign. Excellent exp for
IT/Mis/Business majors. Paid-internshipno auditing exp necessary. Send
resumes/contact: mike.k@hostdime.com
407-756-1126 for more information
INVENTORY TAKERS
Immediate Openings
$8.50 to $9.50 TO START
Reliable transportation/local
phone, part-time. Call RGIS Inventory
Specialists: 407-896-5406
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

ARTIST'S MODEL
Experienced ethical and reliable model
needed for well established
artist/photographer. Contact .Julie
407-629-6308 or julie@jamali.com

donating
plasma regrilarly

Attn business students- Marketing
majors. Looking for marketing
employees for local business. $10/hr +
bonus. 407-761-1440.

Appointment Setters Wanted
M-F 6-9pm. $8/hr_ $1 O/show. No selling
involved. Casselberry .area.
Call 407-339-3000

New Donors
this
SPECIAL _forBring
extra

ad

Looking for energetic, outgoing,
friendly Prr employee.
If interested, please call 407-673-4401
D/FN.//P

$5

~10 OFFER :~h2::n~~~n.

Summer Jobs

·······-···················

Occasional baby-sitter/dog-sitter in my
home for 11 yr old girl and small maltese
dogs. 407-435-1753

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

Get Paid to Play!

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

. $ FREELANCE GRAPHIC ARTIST$
for website project. Experience with
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator Plus.
Call 407-841-7804, or e-mail resume:
resume@ascendainc.com

•
*MAKE* $1,000 PER WEEK
Mailing 10 to 20 letters dally.
Dally Pay 1-866-260-6775

•
•

4/212 2000 SQFT located walking
distance to UCF. $1450 includes lawn
service. Community pool, hot tubs,
volleyball, tennis, and basketball courts.
Call 407-925-2872 for more info.
3/2/2 Town home. Lee Vista & 417. All
appliances and ready to move in. Avail
4/1. Master is on lower level. $1500/mo.
Call 407-383-3090

•
-

•

f

!ffi'lV'CCC ~

LUXURIOUS 2-STORY
Gated Fancy new 4-2-2. 15 min. from
UCF. Dean Rd/Lake Underhill
Super Master 400 Sq. Ft. 4 Adults
Oolnt lease) $1875. +utilities
All Appliances, HS Internet
Similar Homes avallable nearby
http://Nancepropertyinvestments.com
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658
'

"

Brand New 3/211 townhome In
Hawthorne Glen; Avail. March 10.
"
Annual $1650/mo. No pets/smoking. •
:·:
Call Mary (561 )308-0081

•

Available August
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
$925/mo. Call 407-496-0888.

The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in.Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 5 - July 22. Please
contact Krys Ragland at ·
1-800-523-1673 ext. 251 or
352-669-9443 ext. 251.

_ _i_ol--4ogicals

•

Ascenda

www . HostDl rne . com

Multlple Positions!
Receptionist I Sale I Auto Estimator
Car Audio Installers I Paint & Body
Energetic, fast paced, high end
MS Office (ExceVOutlook a +) Great
Written & verbal communication . .
Resume to: Fax 407-249-3320 or
Resume.bc@gmall.com

EARN

a1

Have afantastic summer.and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in lake Wales, FL Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 30 and
leaves Wednesday, August 2.
. Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more infonnation

4/2 home in Ashington Park. Close to
UCF. Furnished (except for bedrooms),
·
2 car garage. $1700/r'no.
Call (561 ) 312-9411

•

Classy HomesNacation

·•

Homes of all sizes I Bullt In 2005-06
Near UCF, Oviedo, Maitland, Orlando,
Kissimmee, Davenport. Starting at
$1400/mo. Share the most luxurious
homes w/ others on a joint lease. We match you w/ other professionals &
pay referrat rewards. rent entire home
or share for $395-900/mo.
http://Nancepropertylnvestments.com
407-891-1250 or 407-716-0848

•

2 Condos Avail. at The Crest of
Waterford Lakes. 3/2 New Condo.
$1250/mo. Util. not incl. 407-898-9010
x546 for more Info. 212 New Condo.
$995/mo. Utll not incl. 407-898-9010
x551 for more Info.

l

.'

_Uve the Disney magic as ~. Disney Animated Character Look-alike.or
Disney Character Perform'er at the Walt Disney}World®
Resort.
*
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, Oua~jfied Disne,y Animate~ 0Character Look~alike candiEJates should have a ··positroe attitude, good
Sf.:>eaking voice and resemble the ~haracter.•Selected candidates will also perform as costumed characters.
9ua,li~e~ Di~n~y Character Performer c~ndfdates sh?uld be able to demo~_strate effective non-v~rbal
cornmun1eat1on skills.
"
·
l§

AUDl·T ION

"'

Monday, March ·27 .• 3:00 P.M. .~
ft

l

·uNIVERSITY::OF CENTRAL"'FLORIDA - UCF A·REN
Please arrive early

to regi5ter and wear comfortable

attire that ~llows free movement.

•

••
•

•

(eumd 1furiba :futufe

• March 23, 2006

•

•
•
•

New Townhome for rent in Hawthorne
Glen, near UCF. 2bd/2,5ba, appliances,
garage, no pets, $1200/mo + util
Call 407-232-1706
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629·6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty
1/1 Condo Avail. Univ. & Semoran.
$625/mo. Includes water.
407·898·9010 x504
www.propman.com

•
Hey, UOF Students.
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWNI
· The Crest at Waterford Lakes is offering
1, 2, and 3 BR Condos.
Just $2500 down, no closing cost.
Minutes from campus. 407-737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

•

•

•

••

Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas I Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREEi Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM
3/2 Condo For Rent in Waterford Lakes.
Upgrades include granite counter tops,
new appliances & hardwood floors.
$1300/mo includes cable, high speed
internet & phone. Call 407-451-5137
One mile from UCF. 2bd/2ba Duplex.
Fence. 10x20 Storage. Washer/Dryer.
Ideal for two students.
. osb32816@bellsouth.net
212 condo in Hunters Reserve,
Newly remodeled, Vaulted Ceilings,
Large Pool & Courts, W/D included.
$950/mo Avail.Now 407.977.5110 LvMsg
Updated 211 Condo. Fireplace, inside
W/D. Pool & club house. Near shopping
& dining. $950/mo. UCF/SCC Students
and Faculty welcome. Call 321-263-6569

•

•

Female looking for nice, clean, female
graduate student to share a 212 apt.
10 mins from UCF. $360/mo + 1/2 util.
• Avail lmmed. 321-287-5273
FURNISHED HOUSE TO SHARE
4 br/2 BA, all rms furnished like a dorm.
Mins from UCF. Ample Parking, includes
cable, internet, appliances, utilities incl
up to $150. Avail Now. 407-641-5782

5/3 Home Avall. on Lockwood.
Very close to UCF. $595/mo.
Utll. not Incl. 40N198-9010 x506
www.propman.com
3/2/2 home in Ashington Park. Built in
1997 - Very close to UCF. $1200/mo.
All appliances incl. Avail. April.
Call (407) 482-8598

F to sublease a 4/2 Pegasus Connection
Apt. Move in NOW & pay rent of $485 for
June & July ONLY! We pay rest &
transfer fee. 239-281-3981
F to sublease May-July. 1/1 in 4/4.
$510/month. Pegasus Landing. I PAY
$375 transfer fee!Call Julie (772)342-5601

Spacious 212 townhome, 15 mins from
UCF, no pets. $1075/mo OBO
Call 407-579-6879 or
email: mmarfranc@aol.com

Summer Sublease in 4/2 at Pegasus
Point. $400/mo. F only. Utilities
included, internet, cable, gym, and pool.
Call Joy at 954-614-8387

Room for rent in 3/2 home In Ashington
Park. New & clean, 5 min from UCF, In
quiet community. Avoid traffic. Hi spd
internet, wireless, cable. $450/month
util incl. Call 407-595-1183.

Master Bdrm w/ private bath for rent in
River Park Apts located off Dean Rd/SR
50. Only $385 a month including water'
and cable. Available ASAP! Call Laura
321-259-0515 or email
Lmtoppy@aol.com

F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartment
Dean Rd, Avail Now, N/S, no pets.
$475 including utilities.
407-243-2630 or KellyRoop@hotmail.com
Check it Out!
Rooms available in Classy Homes
East Orlando Area. Rent ranging from
$375/mo and up. ·
http://Nancepropertyinvestments.com
407-716-0848 or
407~334-6658

· Roommate needed
move In May 1st; $425/mo+utllltles
2bd/2bth AWESOME home;
Dean+Unlv. (561)·251·8468
1O minutes from UCF. 2 .UCF female
students seek female roommate, Clean
3/2 home, $500/mo + dep, Utilities
included, lease req., wireless internet,
N/S, N/D, Call Frank 407-948-0647
Looking for a female roommate ·
$480 per month room for rent. Utilities
included. Bathroom and spacious walk in
closet. Washer and dryer in unit. Fully
furnished. Please contact Jenny for more
details (321) 591-1146. Must go ASAPll
Room for rent in Oviedo in a 2 story
house. Less than 5 miles from UCF.
$425/mo includes all utilities plus internet
access. Call Marcus at 407-256-9574.

New! 1/2 mile from UCF on McCulloch.
2 rms avail. $550/mo + util. 9 mo lease.
Aug 1-May 1. N/S. F. 18-21 yrs. only.
Call Mary 954-598-4841

•

Bdrms avail in a private 3 bdrm home
with patio, jacuzzi, pool table.
$425/mo each, all utllltles Included.
Female only. High speed Internet,
cable, W/D.
15 mlns from UCF. Call 561·543·6685
F looking for nice, clean F roommate to
share 212 condo in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, very safe community,
fully furn bdrm, util, high speed internet,
cable incl. $500/mo. Call 407-384-6244

shuttle to and from UCF, High·
Speed DSL, trash Services and
morel *$510 LOCKED IN PRICE*
(561) 289-3612
SUMMER SUBLEASE (May-Aug)
1/1 in a 3/3 @ Northgate Lakes, $510/mo
August is FREE, $200 Fee COVERED!
Call Andrew @ 407-430-53771
Summer Sublease 1 Rm available @ 3/3
Pegasus Landing F only. Only $400 a
month utilities incl. Free Shuttle to UCF
Avail May 1st thru July 31. 407-580-9564
Pegasus Landing.
1 RM Avail in a 3/3. $535/mo all util incl.
Avail May/June/July. Great for Summer!
Call Carolina at 904-434-4655
Take over my lease & Ill pay 1/2 the
first month!! Pegasus connection 1bd.
avail. in 4/4 poolside! female
roommates. all utilities/furnished
available May 1st. $5.00/month call
754-264-6513

1 bd avail. In 4/2 at Pegasus

Rooms for Rent in Eastwood

Connection. $485/mo (will pay 1/2 of
1st mo rent.) Incl. all utllltles. Pool,
volleyball cts., etc. Avail May 1.
M roommates. Call 407-965-2903.
Leave a message.

Golf Community I Rybolt's Preserve.
$400/mo + utll. and share bath.
$550/mo + utll. private bath.
Call 954-436·8924
1 RM. avail. in a 4/2 home off University.
7 mlns from UCF. Professional & relaxed
student wanted. $525/mo all incl. cable,
wireless internet, w/d. 407-617-0805

SUBLEASE- 1 Bdrm in 4/2/2 at the
Lofts. May-July, great F roommates.
All Utilities included w/ private parking.
$465/mo. · Call Sharon 239-682-6060
111 Avail. In a 414. In Pegasus
Connection. $495/mo. Includes.
everything, with w/d. No move.In
fees. Call 954-655-1704

AVAILABLE ASAP 1/1 in a 212 at
Pegasus Connection. $604/mo. Free
shuttle to UCF. March rent paidl
Call NALINI 813-997-3962 ASAP
1 Rm Avail In 414 wl quiet roommates.
F Only. $460/mo Includes all utllltles
except phone. Complex has 24 fitness
rooms, computer lab, basketball &
volleyball courts, & pool. Avall.
Immediately. Call ,772-349-3271
1 MONTH FREE RENT
1 rm avail in 4/2 at Jefferson Lofts.
$450/mo incl. all util, internet and cablel
Avail Immediately-lease ends 7/31.
Call Krystal @ 850,519-4588
Summer Sublease in 3/2 home.
$350/month plus 1/3 utilities. Room
unfurnished, W/D, Highspeed/wireless
internet, Walk to UCF. Call Michael at
321-946-6697 for more info.

Take over my lease at Unive~sity Hbuse
in a 4bd/2.5ba. Available lmmediatelylll!
$445/mo incl. util., cable, internet, etc.
Call 469-682-3763
PEGASUS LANDING
1 rm avail in a 2/2. Lease for June &
July. Pool view. $560/mo util incl.
Call 407-341-6391

FOR SALE BY OWNER
3/212 99' Spacious Screened Porch.Many Upgrades, Dinning Room,
Regency Park, Behind UCF, Must Seel
Call Joe/Mary 407-341-5005 Or http://AndruskoHouse.HomeWebs.com
Beautiful 3/212 w/ screen porch.
Near UCF. Large corner lot. Move in
ready. $274,000 Exit Re: results.
Call Kelly Sue at 321-228-3974

~ Sign a new lease for Fall 2006 and get

:a chance to win a $1,800 drawing at
·your Uniuersity House Community plus
' .a $tU,800 nationwide drawing.

..,...
Solve the genuine Sudoku puzzle, now in every issue! ·

3

~

2003 Derbi Atlantis (Vespa) - 50 cc
Piaggio engine (no special license to
operate). Up to 55mph & 75mpg .
Mechanically PERFECT - minor
scratches. Helmet included.
Call 407-671-3045
2001 Cadillac STS black on black,
excellent condition, fully loaded, sunroof,
Onstar, rear parking assist, seat
warmers. $10,900 407-435-1753

Place your ad online even closer to publication at:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifi.eds
HEATHER GLEN SUDOKU

7

2002 Black Ford F-150 Sport
4 dr extended cab, hard bed cover,
V6, XLT, auto, sunroof, CD, power,
cruise, tow ready. Low 51 K miles.
$14,500 obo. Call 407-709-5098.
Jeep Wrangler - 2000. 71000ml, Red,
4WD. New top & tires. $12,500. Super
funl 407-701-3642, 352·242-4697

'89 Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight
Touring Sedan 40. 82K miles. Runs
great! Repainted In 2002. Leather
Interior. Auto transmission.
16-23mpg. On-board computer
system (trip tracker, oil change
reminder, etc.) Brand new
AM/FM/CD w/remote. $1500 OBO.
954-608-7103; tej220@gmall.com

su Idol k.u ~
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© Puzzles by Pappocom
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Fill in the grid so
that every-row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
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Monday's puzzle:
Easy level

•

....•

Thursday's puzzle:
Medium level
\

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.cpm
Increase your energy, rebuild your
immune system. Drinl< Rio Vida. $57.95
+shipping. 407-497-7146 or check out
www.tito.riovidanetwork.com
ATTN STUDENTS! Affordable health
& dental plans from an A+ comp. Apply

Sony 19" Flat CRT Trlnltron
computer monitor. Model CPDG400. White. Good condition. Dual
Inputs. $50. Call 407-709-5098.

Go-Ped(motonzed scooter)
runs great, many upgrades, great
for getting around campus.
$350 OBO. 727-452-8646 Ryan
$99 FULL COMPUTER SYSTEM $99
$99 CHEAP COMPUTERS, Dell,
Compaq, Micron, Windows, mouse, .
keyboard, 17" monitor, $99. Internet
Ready, Broadband ready. Everything
you need comes with It. Just plug it
In and you're ready to go. Also 12
models of DELL laptops avallable,
$299-$649. All computers come with
full 90 day warranty. Cheaptronlcs
Depot. 407-332-7476. 1038 State Road
436, Casselberry, FL 32707. Winn
Dixie Shopping Center.

35MM CAMERA FOR SALE
Minolta HTsl Plus, 35-80mm Mlnolta
lens, 75-300mm Tamron lens, filters,
Mlnolta camera bag, Minolta camera
strap. ONLY $2501 Call 954-608-7103
e-mail: tej220@gmall.com
Love seat and chair recliner combination
with built in corner table. Good condition.
$175.00. Call 407-758-5064. 9AM-6PM.

Ready to Buy or Sell a Home?
Let me help you! Familiar with East
Orlando, investment properties, condos,
family homes. Experienced, hardworking realtor. Nancy Wolt, EXIT Realty
(407)765-6127 www.NancyWolt.com
NancyExitRealty@yahoo.com

Offer ualid through March 31, 2006.
Uisit leasing office or website for detaiJs.

'
Sto11 anc1 llisit ourrab/e
at ucr Martcet Days
each Ulec1nesc1ay at the
Student Union!

IMMIGRATION LAW
H1 B's, Marriage/Fiance Visas ,
Naturalization. Reasonable Fees
Richard Ruth, Esq. www.ruthlaw.com
352-335-6748
PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1·888·345·8295
MATH TUTOR-- Graduate student at
UCF. Algebra, trig, pre-calculus, &
calculus 1-111. $20/hr, flexible hours. Call
Victor 407-362-4046
MOTORCYCLE TRANSPORT
$0~49/mile plus service fee
www.transportermover.com
Call 407.963.6980
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www.UCFnews.com/spotthespoof

UCF Students,
Graduate to Home Ownership.
JUST $2500 DOWN.
NO CLOSING COST. Luxurious 1, 2,
and 3 BDR Condos. Waterford Lakes,
407-737-0529. www.thecrestlife.com

lightly used female bedroom set.
includes matt. w/ box spring and frame,
nightstand, desk and book shelf.
available as of May 1,2006. please call
(305) 962-4451

f

Spot the Spoof each Monday - and win free pizza!

online: www.ez-healthinsurance.com
Plans are portable and renewable.
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CLASSIFIEDS

Villa Valencia Condos.
1,2,3 bdrms. Gated community.
Starting at $130's. 10 mins from UCF.
Call for Incentives. 407-381-0500
www.villavalenciacondos.com

FREE $250 CASH!!!!!
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Room For Rent
414 In Pegasus Landing. Convenient

condominium for saie
2/2, 1/2 mile from UCF - Hunter's Reserve
$185,000 Price Negotiable
(407) 365 - 4774 Ask for Susan
Like NEW - UCF Home For Sale By
Owner. 3/212 +Den. Built 11/03.
Hickory Cove Subdivision. 1,496 sq. ft.
Shows like a model. All .appliances stay.
2 miles from UCF in quiet neighborhood.
$265K. Call Josh at 407-658-1825 or
407-435-1137 for additional information
or to make an appointment.
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CDlU6f STHTIDN
407 .273.5151

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKldzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573

PIE IN THI;: SKY CROSSWORD
1.
4.
8.
. 12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
20.
21.

23.
25.
26.
27.
30.

32.

ACROSS
Pub pint
Engendered
Whack
Nada
Wheel's
wheels?
Intertwine
Wide st.
Tons
Where your
goose is
cooked
Sacred song
Bottomless pit
Service
sjgn-off
Abate
Traffic barrier
Creative
thought
Auto
alternative
Female
attendant
Abaft
2

3

34.
35.
37.
38.
39.
40.
44.
47.
48.
49.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

Naval off.
News bit
Turquoise
Silent consent
Point
Monk's
garment
Fit to be tied
Timber wolf
Guess
Eastern ruler
Voracious
Slime
Small fry
Greek
consonant
Writer Harte
Ground
breaker
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3. Periodictable
entries
4. Calf's call
5. Nettle
6. Overplayed
the part
7. Pointillism
unit
8. Slovenly
type
9. Curvy

DOWN
1. Book of
sayings
2. Actress
Ullmann
5
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9

10

12
15

25
30
34

47
52

55

11

a.

10. High pair
11 . Change for
a twenty
19. Lollapalooza
20. Felted
fabrics
21. Crest
22. Complain
24. Laser's
output
26. Passionate
about
27. Hand
down
28. Aurochs
29. Piece of
cake
31. Sty cry
33. Diplomacy
36. Magazine
mogul
40. Spare tire, •
e.g.
41. Meander
42. Last
writes?
43. Movement's
finale
45. Level
46. Aid in a
felony
48. Have a
bawl
50. Maudlin /
sentimentality
51. Got fed
up?

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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! Buv anv Lu Pizza!
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401-106-5555 !

FREE!
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PIANO LESSONS •• Experienced and
trained w/theory. Flexible hours &
meeting locations. $20/hr. 407-362-4046
Budget Roofing Repairs.
New, Old, and Existing:
Call 608-347-4868

Girls and Boys Town 20th Anniversary
Celebration and Yard Sale. H~lp out this
non-profit organization and have fun at
the same time. 1401 Flanagan Loop
· Oviedo, FL. Sat. March 25,
From 8am-2pm. GAMES, FREE FOOD

SPOT
THE SPOOF

Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, It's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knlghtnewspapers.com/classlfieds
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March 23, 2006 •
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Now through March 31st

Hurry, Less than
15 One Bedroom
Apartments Available!
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11841
Jefferson Commons Circle, Orlando, FL 32826
.
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Applyonlinetoday

www.collegeparkweb.com

·'

Office·Hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.,
Sat 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Sun. 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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DATE: MARCH 27,
TIME: 3P.M.
LOCATION:

20~6

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA ARENA
On-site interviews will be scheduled on a f1rst-come, first-served basis.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call the Walt Disney Worl<P Jobline at 407.828.1000
©Disney 06CM0273 • EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity

.

